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ABSTRACT
Pyroelectricity occurs in polar materials, which causes an electric potential to be generated when
there is a temporal temperature change. This dissertation seeks to investigate this pyroelectric
effect in Macro-fiber Composites (MFC)s, a composite material that has mainly been utilized in
piezoelectric applications. The pyroelectric coefficient is a parameter for measuring the efficiency
of the pyroelectric effect within a material. It has contributions from the piezoelectric effect due
to the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), any temperature gradients within the material, and
any applied external electric field. It is useful in infrared detection and energy harvesting using
waste thermal energy.
This work takes strides in understanding the thermal micromechanical interactions that MFCs
experience due to this effect and leads to a better understanding of how MFCs behave in thermal
environments. The pyroelectric coefficient (total, primary, and secondary) is estimated for P1 and
P2 MFCs using micromechanical modeling and experimental techniques. The CTE is estimated
using micromechanical theory for both MFC types, which is consequently used in the modeling
of the pyroelectric coefficient. Secant-based CTEs and Elastic Modulus are used to approximate
the properties of the pyroelectric components of MFCs in the regime of linear elasticity.
The total pyroelectric coefficient was experimentally measured using two separate thermal
chambers via the linear temperature ramping and thermal cycling methods. These results were
compared with measurements taken with a potential electromagnetic interference and used in a
figure of merit to determine how well the material functions as an energy harvester using this
effect. Experiments were conducted to measure the pyroelectric coefficient under different
boundary conditions and compared to the modeled pyroelectric coefficient.
xiv
Applications using the pyroelectric effect were explored. Waste energy harvesting is a method
of generating small amounts of energy, usually through vibrations or thermal energy. The energy
generated through the pyroelectric effect in MFCs was modeled through numerical temperature
data, along with two analytical temperature functions, and compared to experimental tests. The
maximum specific power was also estimated analytically, numerically, and experimentally. A
resistor sweep was performed using the numerical model to calculate the optimal resistance that
would provide the most energy. This was validated with experiments conducted at varying
resistances. Depending on the size of the MFC, type, resistor used, and the temperature rate, the
amount of energy harvested will change and can be optimized for a specified application.
Two proof of concept applications were considered combining pyroelectric energy harvesting
with either piezoelectric energy harvesting or structural health monitoring (SHM) in MFCs. Three
experiments were conducted, one with just thermal variations, one with just vibrations, and one
with both thermal changes and vibrations. The energy was calculated in each case and compared.
The second proof of concept application involved using a relay circuit to switch between SHM,
which uses impedance measurements as a damage detector, and pyroelectric energy harvesting.
Because this is energy generated from the ambient environment, pyroelectric harvesting can
be used to power devices without cost to the source. This form of harvesting can be used in any
place where there is a natural thermal cycle (i.e., due to weather or machine giving off thermal
energy). Since MFCs are used in a multitude of piezoelectric applications, they can utilize both
effects in places where there is a temperature variation with time. This dissertation furthers





Energy harvesting is currently a growing topic of interest as people seek ways to efficiently
power devices. New innovative methods are being pursued to utilize these alternatives more ef-
ficiently and make them more attractive to the public. Waste energy harvesting is an attempt to
harvest energy from objects that are already consuming energy using inherent material character-
istics. Most waste energy harvesting uses either the piezoelectric, thermoelectric, or pyroelectric
effect. The piezoelectric effect is the phenomenon that occurs when a material generates an electric
charge due to mechanical stress or strain and vice versa. For example, there have already been in-
ventions that use the vibrations from walking in shoes to charge a battery [1]. Thermoelectricity is
where a spatial temperature gradient causes an electric charge, and pyroelectricity is where a tem-
poral temperature difference causes an electric charge. The difference between thermoelectricity
and pyroelectricity can be seen in Table 1.1.
In this dissertation, the pyroelectric effect is explored for energy harvesting applications in
Macro-fiber Composites (MFCs). The pyroelectric coefficient is modeled and experimentally ver-
ified with different boundary conditions for the MFC. The energy harvested is then modeled using
this pyroelectric coefficient with a resistance sweep and experimentally measured. Below is a brief
introduction to pyroelectricity and MFCs.
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Table 1.1: Pyroelectric vs Thermoelectric
Pyroelectricity Thermoelectricity
1. Generates electricity due to a
temporal temperature difference
1. Generates electricity due to a
spatial temperature difference
2. The whole material is at one
temperature, which changes over time
2. Requires a heat sink to maintain a
temperature gradient within the material
3. Only some piezoelectric materials
are truly pyroelectric
3. All materials exhibit this effect to a small
degree with others having a larger effect
1.1 Background
This section provides a brief background on the subject matter necessary to understand this
dissertation. Since this dissertation focuses on MFCs and their potential application using pyro-
electricity, the background will go over pyroelectricity and MFCs. The first subsection begins
by giving an overview of the history of pyroelectricity and then transitioning towards the theory
and describing the pyroelectric coefficient. The second subsection discusses the MFC, including a
short history, the composition, the common types of MFC, and their respective applications.
1.1.1 Pyroelectricity
The pyroelectric effect has been observed by scientists and philosophers alike dating back to
the 4th Century B.C.E., where a Greek philosopher named Theophrastus wrote about the possible
therapeutic properties of the mineral tourmaline and its powers of attraction [2]. It was not until
the 18th Century when Sir Charles Linne (Linnaeus) related the pyroelectric effect of tourmaline
to electricity. During the 19th Century, the pyroelectric theory began to develop, and contributions
were made to the field by well-known scientists (Lord Kelvin, Jacques and Pierre Curie, Woldemar
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Voigt, Kundt, Wilhelm Hankel). With the discovery of ferroelectricity in the 20th Century, interest
in pyroelectricity diminished. However, some applications were developed, such as for use in
infrared detectors and thermal imaging. Today, further applications are being explored as an energy
harvester for low power electronics.
Pyroelectric materials are dielectrics. A dielectric material is an insulator, such as a capacitor.
When an electric field is applied to a dielectric, a polarization develops within the material. There
are several subgroups of dielectrics, as seen in Figure 1.1. The non-centrosymmetric sub-group has
a crystal structure that breaks symmetry as stress or strain is applied to the material (also known as
piezoelectricity). This asymmetry causes a dipole to form, which generates electricity.
Figure 1.1: Diagram categorizing the subgroups of dielectric materials.
Pyroelectricity is the electrical response of a polar material resulting in a change in tempera-
ture over time [3]. The effect occurs because of asymmetry in the material by electrically charged
species, which give rise to an electrical dipole moment. If heated, there is a decrease in the sponta-
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neous polarization as dipoles lose orientation due to thermal vibrations [4]. This leads to a decrease
in the number of free charges bound to the material surface. If cooled, the dipoles regain their ori-
entation leading to an increase in the level of spontaneous polarization, which reverses the electric
current flow. The skin on humans is piezoelectric and pyroelectric, and it is what allows the de-
tection of temperature and pressure differences that make up the sense of touch [5]. Ferroelectric
materials are pyroelectric and piezoelectric, but not all pyroelectric and piezoelectric materials are
ferroelectric. Ferroelectricity is the phenomenon that occurs when the polarization reverses due to
a reversed electric field. This reversal forms hysteresis loops commonly seen in polarization vs.
electric field figures.
Pyroelectricity is the combined result of a polarized material changing polarization with chang-
ing temperature (primary effect, with respect to constant strain) and the coefficient of thermal
expansion, causing an induced piezoelectric effect in the material when it changes dimensions
(secondary effect) [6]. There is also a tertiary effect (also called the false effect) when there is in-
homogeneous heating within the material. The tertiary effect is a function of stress due to thermal
strain (with respect to position and time), and the piezoelectric coefficient matrix, however, it is
usually considered negligible in comparison to the primary and secondary effects [7]. The tertiary
effect will not be explored in this work as the MFC is thin and small compared to the thermal
chamber, and the temperature rate of the thermal chamber is slow enough to assume a homoge-
neous temperature within the MFC. Additionally, there might be an electric field effect if there
is an electric field present, and the dielectric permittivity varies with temperature. This effect can
significantly change the value of the pyroelectric coefficient. Each of these relationships can be
seen in the Heckmann Diagram reproduced in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Heckmann Diagram illustrating the relationships between mechanical, thermal, and
electrical properties and how it connects with pyroelectricity.
The pyroelectric coefficient is a measure of how efficient a material is at converting thermal




































where the superscripts σ, ε, E, and T refer to constant stress, strain, electric field, and temperature
conditions, respectively with n, i, j, k, l, m = 1 – 3 and summation following from the Einstein’s
indicial notation. Anything that is temperature-dependent in Equation 3.3 will have a contribu-
tion to the pyroelectric coefficient. It is useful to look at the constitutive matrix to determine the
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where S, d, α, , and p are the material’s compliance matrix, piezoelectric coefficients, coefficients
of thermal expansion, dielectric permittivity, and pyroelectric coefficients. Using Equation 3.3 and















+ dT,Eopq σ(x, t)
E
pq (1.3)
The pyroelectric coefficient at constant strain is defined as the primary coefficient. The primary
effect occurs when the spontaneous polarization (Ps) of the material changes with temperature at
constant strain. When in constant stress, the piezoelectric coefficient matrix, d, the stiffness matrix,
C, and the coefficients of thermal expansion, α, define the secondary coefficient. If the electric
field is not constant, this will also contribute to the pyroelectric effect via the change in dielectric
permittivity with respect to temperature. This term is sometimes referred to as the field-induced
pyroelectric effect [8]. Lastly, the tertiary coefficient depends on the stress as a function of position,
x, and time, t, induced by a thermal strain.
1.1.2 Macro-fiber Composites
Macro-fiber Composites (MFCs) are a versatile material primarily used in piezoelectric appli-
cations. They can be utilized in Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) by calculating the impedance
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of the structure and comparing it to a baseline impedance, or actuation primarily used in control-
ling vibrations, shape-changing in morphing aircraft, energy harvesting, etc. They are composed of
Kapton film, epoxy, copper electrodes, and Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT), a ferroelectric material.
Before the MFC was invented, piezoceramic wafers and thin films were mainly used for these
applications. There were several issues with using piezoceramics, namely brittleness and dura-
bility. Since the piezoceramic wafers were usually poled along the thickness, it used the weaker
d31 effect for applications involving actuation. Interdigitated electrodes were developed as a way
to utilize the d33 effect and used on the piezoceramic wafers to improve their actuation capabili-
ties [9]. Simultaneously, piezoceramic fiber composites were developed where a round piezoce-
ramic fiber was embedded in a matrix and covered with electrodes [10]. This composite allowed
for improved flexibility and durability; however, it still used the much weaker d31 effect. An im-
provement was created with the Active Fiber Composite (AFC), invented by Hagood and Bent at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [11]. These used round PZT fibers and combined
it with the interdigitated electrodes so that the composite used the stronger d33 effect for actua-
tion. There was concern about how well the round fibers were contacting the electrodes, which
reduced the performance. Working off of the previous inventions, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration NASA Langley Research Center [12] invented MFCs in 2000 and won the
Government Invention of the Year award for 2006 [13]. Instead of using round fibers, the MFC
uses rectangular fibers that are from a PZT wafer [14]. These fibers are uniform and have more
contact with the electrodes, which improved their actuation performance.
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Figure 1.3: The P1 and P2 MFC layers with their respective coordinate systems.
There are two types of commonly commercialized MFCs manufactured by Smart Materials
Inc.: P1, where it is primarily utilized in actuation applications and operates via the d33 piezoelec-
tric effect, and P2, where it is primarily used in sensing and energy harvesting applications (d31
effect). A more detailed explanation of the applications relevant to this dissertation is given in the
subsequent subsections. The MFCs are symmetric composites with the layup presented in Figure
1.3. The P1 MFC (poled in the fiber direction) is composed of a PZT/ epoxy layer, an interdigitated
copper electrode /epoxy layer, an acrylic adhesive, and a Kapton film. The P2 MFC (poled in the
thickness direction) is composed of the same layers, but the electrodes are not interlocking, and
there is an extra metal layer on the PZT fibers. For consistency, the poled direction is considered
the 3 direction. A 2D schematic of the charge direction is presented in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: The charge flow in the P1 and P2 MFC with their respective coordinate systems.
1.1.2.1 Energy Harvesting
When most people hear the words energy harvesting, they either think of solar panels or wind
farms. There are many forms of energy harvesting using different effects as seen in Table 1.2
[15], [16], [17]. Depending on the environment and the application, different effects are more
advantageous than others. For instance, even though solar energy tends to be the most efficient
energy harvesting method, it is more useful to use another method in places where there is a more
abundant energy source such as wind, geothermal, or hydroelectric. The same can be said for low
power energy sources, which are typically thought of as human-sourced energy (through thermal
gradients, thermal variations, vibrations, etc.). These sources are instrumental in waste energy
harvesting for low power applications and can be used in cases where the device is separate from
any weather or climate change.
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Table 1.2: Types of energy sources and their associated effects
Energy Source Associated Effect
Solar Photovotaic
Wind Mechanical motion via wind to electrical
Geothermal Mechanical motion via steam to electrical




Bio-energy Biological to electrical
Enzymatic Chemical to electrical
Hydroelectric (Water) Mechanical motion via falling water to electrical
MFCs can generate energy through both the piezoelectric and pyroelectric effects due to the
PZT-5A fiber layer. The PZT crystal structure, as shown in Figure 1.5, is a Perovskite structure
where the center atom no longer remains in the center at rest if the material is poled using a strong
electric field. This poling aligns the crystal and domains in a certain way, so now it has a rem-
nant polarization. If the material undergoes any deformation or experiences pressure, the crystal
structure deforms and gives rise to a dipole. This dipole then generates an electric potential with
the continued application of varying pressure or deformation, and is how the piezoelectric effect
can harvest energy from vibrations. The pyroelectric effect develops similarly to the piezoelectric
effect, where instead of vibrations, it is a homogeneous temperature change with time.
This dissertation explores pyroelectric energy harvesting in MFCs using thermal cycles to vary
the temperature. A proof of concept of combining piezoelectric and pyroelectric energy harvesting
is also presented.
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Figure 1.5: The Perovskite crystal structure of PZT, where the middle Titanium or Zirconium
atom (silver) is off-center, the Oxygen atoms are on the face (bronze), and the Lead atoms are
on the corners (gunmetal). The Titanium or Zirconium atom moves as the temperature changes,
generating a changing spontaneous polarization.
1.1.2.2 Structural Health Monitoring
Structural health monitoring SHM is a way to non-destructively observe if there is any damage
occurring to a structure or material. For example, without a non-destructive means for checking
for cracks in a pipe, the only other method would be to destroy the pipe and look inside to see if
there are any cracks. This method is not only non-destructive but can be done remotely with no
visuals required.
The way MFCs conduct SHM is through electromechanical impedance monitoring [18]. Impedance
measurements are taken by sending frequency sweeps to an MFC bonded to a structure that ex-
cites the MFC. A response is sent back via the piezoelectric effect, which can then be converted
to the whole structure’s impedance. A base impedance is usually taken before any damage might
have occurred in the structure and then compared to an impedance measurement taken at a later
time. If there is a peak shift in the frequency, then damage might have occurred. Determining if
damage has occurred depends on what metric is set for the root mean square deviation (RMSD).
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where Z is an array of the real impedance values, i, and the numerical values indicate a post
damage impedance and a baseline impedance. The RMSD is usually given as a percentage. If
the percentage value is above a predetermined value, then the structure has experienced damage.
In this dissertation, taking impedance measurements while collecting energy is explored and is a
potential multipurpose application in areas where the temperature might change, such as on a pipe.
1.2 Motivation and Scope
As stated earlier, pyroelectrics have primarily been used as infrared detectors and for thermal
imaging because of their sensitivity to temperature changes. MFCs are used in piezoelectric appli-
cations such as SHM, vibration damping and suppression, actuation, morphing, energy harvesting
through vibrations, etc. Because MFCs contain PZT-5A ferroelectric fibers, they should also ex-
hibit a pyroelectric effect. However, there is very little literature that has explored the pyroelectric
effect in MFCs.
In 2010, Xie et al. [19] explored the pyroelectric effect for thin piezoelectric films such as
PZT-5A. He characterized the pyroelectric coefficient using thermal cycles to generate a voltage
and calculated how much energy and power density it had. In 2012, Zakharov et al [20] explored
energy harvesting using an shape memory alloy (SMA) bonded to an MFC. SMAs are alloys that
can be deformed and return to its original shape when heat is applied. He used Joule heating
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to deform the SMA shape back to the original form, thereby deforming the MFC, which would
generate a voltage through the piezoelectric effect. The pyroelectric effect was not considered in
this article. A month later in 2012, Suchaneck et al. [21] investigated the validity of using thermal
waves as a non-destructive way to determine the polarization of an embedded piezoelectric material
(to make sure if it was still operational), such as an MFC, that could be used for structural actuation
and sensing. This paper essentially utilized the pyroelectric effect in MFCs for the first time (to
the author’s knowledge). The pyroelectric current response was both modeled and measured using
square-wave modulated semiconductor lasers. The MFC pyroelectric coefficient was assumed to
be 120µ C/m2 K, the same value of the PZT-5A. This coefficient would not be the same value
as PZT-5A because the MFC is a composite, so there will be an additional contribution by the
secondary effect due to the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch between each layer
of the composite [22]. The next serious investigation into pyroelectricity and MFCs was conducted
by Zakharov et al. [23] using the same SMA and MFC combination, but now instead of using Joule
heating, hot and cold water was used. The MFC itself was investigated to observe if there were
any pyroelectric effects, and they found that the MFC exhibited a surprising response of 4 V/ ◦C.
They also assumed that the MFC has the same pyroelectric coefficient as PZT-5A.
Though these sources danced around pyroelectricity in MFCs, none of them explored the py-
roelectric effect in MFCs to the full extent. The potential applications in waste thermal energy
harvesting are extensive. Pyroelectric materials can be used anywhere where there is a tempera-
ture change over time. Examples of places include on a CubeSat or Satellite as it orbits Earth due
to being exposed and hidden from the sun periodically, in the desert, in airplanes, on hot and cold
water pipes, etc. Pyroelectric energy harvesting can even be used as a secondary application where
the primary application could be anything that does not require continuous usage of the MFC, such
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as SHM. Since MFCs are also piezoelectric and pyroelectric, these two ways of generating energy
can be combined to harvest more energy than each one would harvest individually. Vibrations and
temperature variations are relatively common in the proximity of a motor.
The pyroelectric effect of MFCs should be well understood in order to use these applications.
This dissertation aims to characterize this effect so that it may be used in potential future appli-
cations. The pyroelectric coefficient will be investigated thoroughly, the energy generated from
a specific temperature profile will be explored, and proof of concepts of harvesting pyroelectric
energy while doing impedance measurements and combined piezoelectric and pyroelectric energy
will be examined.
1.3 Proposed Concept
The pyroelectric effect requires a temperature difference over time. The faster the temperature
difference, the more voltage or current will be generated by the MFC. To characterize the pyro-
electric coefficient, an environment where the temperature can be controlled and measured easily
is necessary for the MFC. Temperature gradients and external vibrations should be minimized to
prevent any false readings from either thermoelectricity, the tertiary pyroelectric effect, or piezo-
electricity. There should also be no external electric field or electromagnetic interference (EMI)
from any high voltage heating sources that might be near the sample. In addition to experiments,
the pyroelectric coefficient was modeled using micromechanics and the rule of mixtures.
For pure pyroelectric energy generation, many of the requirements, as stated above, remain the
same. The power and energy can be calculated from the collected voltage. Investigating the com-
bined energy harvested using the pyroelectric and piezoelectric effect requires a vibration source
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and a thermal variation with time. Because this is an experiment, the vibration will be artificially
introduced, whereas, in the environment, it might come from ambient surroundings. The artificial
vibration source will have a standard temperature operating range, which may change the input
temperature profile. Combining pyroelectric energy harvesting with SHM involves redirecting the
current flow from one application to another. While monitoring structural health, the MFC is sent a
frequency sweep by an excitation source and is receiving a response from the structure. Pyroelec-
tric energy harvesting just generates a response. A relay circuit can be used to switch one channel
on and off to avoid getting mixed responses. The temperature change will also cause a shift in
the impedance peaks for SHM; however, there are literature sources that correct for this peak shift
so that damage is not mistakenly identified [24], [25], [26]. As such, this correction will not be
implemented in this dissertation.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation consists of five chapters. The first chapter provides background on pyroelec-
tricity and MFCs, motivation for pursuing this research, including potential applications, defines
the scope, and provides a proposed concept of conducting the research.
Chapter 2 presents the theoretical background and modeling of the pyroelectric coefficient in
MFCs. The CTE of both MFCs had to be modeled using a weighted sum of each layer to calculate
the pyroelectric coefficient. Because the CTE depends on temperature, a secant method was used to
get an average value over the temperature range. The pyroelectric coefficient was modeled using
a combination of micromechanics and the rule of mixtures. The total, primary, and secondary
contributions were calculated for both the P1 and P2 MFCs.
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Chapter 3 discusses experimental work that measures the pyroelectric coefficient of both the
P1 and P2 MFCs. These experiments involve using two different methods and chambers to charac-
terize the coefficient. The boundary conditions were also changed to observe how the pyroelectric
coefficient was affected. EMI was found to be influencing a set of measurements taken in a specific
chamber, which yielded significantly different results.
Chapter 4 analyzes potential applications utilizing the pyroelectric effect in MFCs. These in-
clude but are not limited to pyroelectric energy harvesting, combined energy harvesting using the
pyroelectric and piezoelectric effects, and SHM while pyroelectric energy harvesting. The pyro-
electric energy harvesting is analytically and numerically modeled to find the energy and specific
power using the pyroelectric coefficient. This is validated against experiments. The resistance is
optimized using the model and compared with experiments with varying resistance. Combined en-
ergy harvesting and SHM with pyroelectric energy harvesting are experimental proof of concepts
that showcase them as potential applications.
Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions from all the chapters and the main contributions of this
dissertation. The appendices include data from the CTE modeling and experimental pyroelectric
coefficient results taken while in a vacuum. A list of references is included.
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CHAPTER 2
Modeling the Pyroelectric Coefficient
It is generally challenging to model anything without some empirical constants or a known
response to an input. There is a method of predicting the properties of materials from the crystal
structure called Density Functional Theory (DFT) [27]. However, this method can be very inaccu-
rate when compared to experimental measurements. In the literature, different methods such as the
Asymptotic Expansion approach [28], rule of mixtures and composite connectivity [22], [29], [30],
classical lamination theory [31], [32], [33], and finite element analysis [34] have been used to pre-
dict the properties of Macro-fiber Composites (MFCs). In this chapter, the pyroelectric coefficient
is modeled using micromechanics and the rule of mixtures utilizing empirical material properties
of each layer of the composite.
Accurate coefficient of thermal expansions (CTEs) for both MFCs and constituent materials
are required to model the secondary effect. The values of the CTE for the P2 MFC do not appear
to be available in the literature and are not reported in the manufactures specifications. Therefore,
for consistency, equivalent micromechanical models are used to estimate the CTEs for both types
of MFCs. The methodology for modeling the properties of the orthotropic layers and CTEs is
focused primarily on the rule of mixtures.
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2.1 The Pyroelectric Coefficient Vector
Out of the 32 crystallographic point groups, only 10 exhibit pyroelectricity. Of these 10, only
the triclinic 1 and monoclinic m point groups have multiple pyroelectric coefficients [35]. Because
of this, the pyroelectric coefficient is usually treated as a scalar in most literature; however, it is
a vector (first-rank tensor) with some materials having multiple coefficients in different directions
[36].
A derivation is given below on the vector for the pyroelectric coefficient of Lead Zirconate
Titanate (PZT). It is assumed that since PZT is the only predominant dielectric material in the
MFC that any significant crystal symmetry impacting pyroelectricity will only matter within the
PZT-5A. To start, any crystal structure that has inversion symmetry cannot be pyroelectric. This































by Neumann’s Principle, so this can only be satisfied if all the pyroelectric coefficients in this
vector are equal to 0.
According to Berlincourt et al. [37], PZT-5A is tetragonal, which either has a point group of 4
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or 4mm. This point group means it has a four-fold rotational symmetry about the z axis and could





















By Neumann’s Principle, this is only valid when p1 = p2 = 0. The mirror planes in this crystal
structure only reflect across the x or y-axis. So even if there was no rotational symmetry, the





















Again, this is only possible when p1 = p2 = 0. Therefore, the pyroelectric coefficient of PZT-5A
can be treated as a scalar with the only remaining coefficient in the vector along the 3 direction
(poling direction).
2.2 CTE of MFCs
To model the CTE of MFCs, the material properties of PZT-5A (transversely isotropic), epoxy
(isotropic), acrylic adhesive (isotropic), copper electrodes (isotropic), and Kapton (isotropic) are
crucial. The values of the properties are presented in Table 2.1 [32], [33], [39], [40]. The temperature-
dependent properties are presented with a superscript denoting the temperature. The pyroelectric
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coefficient of PZT-5A was experimentally verified against sources [41], [42] with a 2.85 inch by
2.85 inch, 0.0075 inch thick square sample from Piezo Systems Inc. According to Williams et
al. [32], there is a glass transition temperature (Tg) for the epoxy within the temperature range of
25 to 100◦C, occurring at approximately 62◦C. A jump in the CTE and elastic modulus of epoxy
is observed at T = Tg. In addition to epoxy, the PZT-5A CTEs, and copper CTEs vary with
temperature along with their Modulus of Elasticity. The PZT-5A elastic modulus was assumed to
be constant over the temperature range for two reasons: 1) The PZT-5A elastic modulus data that
varies with temperature from Williams et al. [32] only differs, at most, by 1 GPa at 100◦C. 2) The
actual temperature variation of the elastic modulus of this form of PZT-5A was not listed by the
manufacturer. The temperature dependence of the CTE and Modulus of Elasticity will affect the
estimates of the pyroelectric coefficient because the CTE is no longer linear.
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ν = 0.34 α = 17.03 — — —
First, the composite properties of the PZT/ epoxy and copper/ epoxy layers are estimated. The
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S11 S12 S13 0 0 0 0 0 d31 α1
S12 S22 S23 0 0 0 0 0 d32 α2
S31 S32 S33 0 0 0 0 0 d33 α3
0 0 0 S44 0 0 0 d15 0 0
0 0 0 0 S55 0 d15 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 S66 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 d15 0 110 0 0 0
0 0 0 d15 0 0 0 220 0 0















These set of equations are reformulated where ε is the strain, D is the electric displacement, S
is the compliance matrix, d is the piezoelectric coefficient matrix, α is the coefficient of thermal
expansion,  is the dielectric constant, p is the pyroelectric coefficient, σ is the stress, E is the
electric field, and T is the temperature to take the form:
ε = Sσ + dE + αT
D = dTσ + E + pT (2.5)







It was assumed that the layers were perfectly bonded to each other to calculate the effective
properties using micromechanics. Moreover, the in-plane strain, electric field, and the temperature
were the same for each layer (i.e strain in the x and y direction if z is the thickness). It was also
assumed that there are no shear stresses, and the electric field in the 1 and 2 directions is negligible.
These assumptions imply that the axial stresses are given by the rule of mixtures:
σ = φcσc + φpσp (2.7)
where φc is the volume fraction of the ceramic (PZT), and φp is the volume fraction of the polymer
in the PZT/ Epoxy layer. Eq. 2.5 is reformulated to apply the rule of mixtures:
σ = S−1ε− S−1dE − S−1αT
D = dTS−1ε+
(
− dTS−1d)E + (p− dTS−1α)T (2.8)
Observe that the uniform quantities (ε, E, T) are placed on the right side of Eq. 2.8. Using Eq.
2.7 and Eq. 2.8, the effective property equations are estimated and presented in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Effective in-plane properties of a composite layer using micromechanical modeling.
Rule of Mixture Equations
S = (φcS−1,c + φpS−1,p)−1
d = S (φcS−1,cdc + φpS−1,pdp)
α = S (φcS−1,cαc + φp(S−1,pαp)
 = dTS−1d+ φc
(
c − dT,cS−1,cdc)+ φp (p − dT,pS−1,pdp)
p = dTS−1α + φc
(
pc − dT,cS−1,cαc)+ φp (pp − dT,pS−1,pαp)
The estimated effective properties were used for the orthotropic PZT/ epoxy layer and copper/
epoxy layer. Assuming equal in-plane strain in each layer, the net in-plane CTEs are estimated as
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where the subscript i represents the different in-plane CTE directions, the subscript n represents
the layer, where there are 4 layers since this is a symmetric composite, N represents the modified
compliance matrix or plane stress stiffness matrix, and ψ is the thickness ratio given in Table 2.3.
However, in the out-of-plane direction, each layer is assumed to expand freely, suggesting the





The geometry of the MFC is presented in Williams et al [32] and Smart Materials Inc [43]. The
thicknesses and the respective ratios of each layer are presented in Table 2.3. Because CuSn has
a small thickness compared to the other layers, it is assumed that it is negligible and will not be
considered.
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Table 2.3: Thickness of the MFC Respective Layers and Volume Fraction of Copper and PZT
Material Thickness (µm) Thickness Ratio
Kapton 25.40 0.169
Acrylic Adhesive 12.70 0.085
Copper 17.78 0.119
PZT 127.00 0.423




Total MFC 300.00 —
Copper/Epoxy — 0.190 (Volume Fraction of Cu in Layer)
PZT/Epoxy — 0.824 (Volume Fraction of PZT in Layer)
*Provided by Smart Materials Corp
2.2.1 CTE Results
The variation of the CTE with temperature for MFCs are presented in Figure 2.1. Numerical
values at specific temperatures are provided in Table A.1 in the Appendix. The CTE was evaluated
at each temperature indicated in Table 2.1 as well as using a secant-based approach to get an
approximate estimate. This calculated CTE is different from those found in the literature [32], [33],
especially in the transverse direction due to the different assumptions and techniques applied in this
dissertation. The mechanical properties vary with temperature, and therefore, using linear elasticity
based micromechanics introduces a significant mode of error. For simplicity, the linear elastic
framework is kept. However, to better approximate the constitutive relations in this framework,
secant-based modeling was applied, as suggested in [44]. To numerically evaluate secant-based
coefficients, the trapezoidal rule was utilized to relate αs (secant-based coefficient), Es (secant-
based elastic modulus) to α (true numerical CTE value at specified temperatures) and E (true
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Figure 2.1: The different calculated MFC CTEs as they vary with temperature. The CTE in the
thickness direction for both MFCs is much greater than the in-plane CTE.
As presented in Figure 2.1, there is a discontinuity in the CTE in the temperature range of 61 to
63◦C. This occurs due to the epoxy properties changing dramatically above its Tg at roughly 62◦C.
The CTEs of the P1 MFC found in literature are also presented [32], [33].
The electrode configuration (perpendicular to the poling direction) and the CTEs of the MFCs
will affect the secondary pyroelectric coefficient. A visual representation is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Since the poling directions are different, the d33 and d31 piezoelectric coefficients are switched.
The P1 MFC has a larger CTE in the poling direction than the transverse direction, while the P2
MFC has equal CTEs in both directions due to the out-of-plane poling direction. The differing
CTEs will cause different strains to develop within the material. These strains induce different
residual piezoelectric effects due to both the switched piezoelectric coefficients and the differing
CTEs. This induced piezoelectricity (secondary effect) causes different pyroelectric coefficients to
manifest.
Figure 2.2: A visual representation of both MFCs with the different CTEs as it varies with temper-
ature and poling direction.
The method that was used to manufacture MFCs by NASA [45] was to spread epoxy in between
the fibers and the electrodes. Most of the excess epoxy was then removed from the fibers and the
top of the copper electrodes. However, the epoxy makes up approximately 81% of the electrode
layer, which contacts the epoxy/ PZT layer. In addition, the epoxy from the PZT/ epoxy layer is
also in contact with the copper electrodes. Then, the layup was vacuum pressed, so any excess
epoxy that was not removed is pushed between the layers creating an extra thickness that is not
accounted for in [32]. This extra thickness is stated as the epoxy thickness in Table 2.3.
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The lower CTE for the transverse direction of the P1 MFC is caused from the PZT having a
lower transverse CTE (1 µ◦C ). Also, PZT dominates the volume fraction in the PZT/ epoxy layer
and the thickness ratio of the MFC. The CTE of PZT in the poled direction (fiber direction) is 4 µ◦C .
The PZT is transversely isotropic with the plane of isotropy in the 1 and 2 directions. The CTE
for the copper/ epoxy layer works out to be isotropic in this instance. The rest of the layers are
also treated as isotropic, so the final P2 MFC CTE is transversely isotropic, where the 3 direction
is different (in this case the poled direction is the thickness direction).
2.3 Pyroelectric Coefficient of MFCs
Before continuing with the current trajectory of modeling the pyroelectric coefficient using
the rule of mixtures, it would be prudent to look over connectivity, how it can be used to predict
material properties and how it relates to the rule of mixtures.
2.3.1 Connectivity
Connectivity is a broader term for the rule of mixtures. It is a way to illustrate how materials
are connected and how it can potentially change the parameters. Much like a resistor or capacitor,
composite materials can be connected in series or parallel, and many other configurations to create
the desired parameter. There are about ten different connections briefly covered in [46]. The
two main types looked at in this dissertation are series and parallel, as seen in Figure 2.3. Usually,
connectivity involves the connection of two materials, which can then be expanded to include other
layers. When there is parallel connectivity, this is equivalent to the materials being in uniform
strain and would lead to the rule of mixtures for the modulus of elasticity. If the connectivity is in
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series, or the transverse direction, this would lead to the inverse rule of mixtures for the modulus
of elasticity.
Figure 2.3: (left) Two materials connected in parallel poled along the length of the fiber. (right)
Two materials connected in series poled along the thickness of the fiber.
Bhalla and Newnham [22], [47] derived the analytical equivalent pyroelectric coefficient for
both series and parallel connections in a diphasic material (that is two phases). These equations are
reproduced below assuming both the materials are pyroelectric (MFCs have only one pyroelectric
material):
p = φcpc + φppp +
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for series connectivity. Again, these equations are for diphasic pyroelectric materials, which is
similar to the rule of mixtures for just one pyroelectric and one non-pyroelectric material (i.e.,
PZT/epoxy) that was derived in the previous section. These equations can be expanded to the
whole composite.
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2.3.2 Rule of Mixtures
The estimated CTE was employed to compute the pyroelectric coefficient and its constituents.
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It is assumed that the MFC is in the plane stress condition as the thickness is much smaller
than the other dimensions. The choice of coordinate system is determined by the poled direction
and, hence, is different for P1 and P2 MFCs. The implication is that the system of equations for
the different types of MFCs can be written differently. For P1 and P2, the stresses in the 1 and 3
directions, respectively, are negligible.
It is also assumed that the applied electric fields are negligible. The total strain in the 2 and 3
directions (or 1 and 2 directions for P2) of the PZT/ epoxy layer is the thermal strain experienced




αMFC − αPZT/Epoxy)+ pPZT/Epoxy (2.16)
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At constant strain and electric field, Eq. 2.8 is reduced to the primary pyroelectric coefficient:
p = pPZT/Epoxy − dT,PZT/EpoxyS−1,PZT/EpoxyαPZT/Epoxy (2.17)
The secondary pyroelectric coefficient is the difference between Eq. 2.16 and Eq. 2.17, written as:
p = dT,PZT/EpoxyS−1,PZT/EpoxyαMFC (2.18)
2.3.2.1 Pyroelectric Coefficient Results
Even though the pyroelectric coefficient is a material-dependent property, it is also poling
direction-dependent. There may be some confusion as to why the pyroelectric coefficient for the
P1 and P2 MFCs are not the same. To illustrate this, it would help to analyze the main pyroelectric
material, PZT-5A, in two simplified but different cases where each case is the same size, shape,
and thickness in the poling direction: 1. Poled along the length of the material with electrodes
placed on the shaded face, as seen in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: A unit of PZT-5A with the electrodes placed along the length of the material denoted
by the shaded face. Another set of electrodes are placed along the face parallel to the shaded face.
2. Poled along the thickness of the material with electrodes placed on the shaded face and the face
parallel to it as seen in Figure 2.5
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Figure 2.5: A unit of PZT-5A with the electrodes placed along the thickness of the material denoted
by the shaded face. Another set of electrodes are placed along the face parallel to the shaded face.
Because this is a monolithic material, theoretically, the pyroelectric coefficient, p3, is the same
magnitude in both of these cases but not in the same direction where the poling direction is differ-
ent.
However, in the case of the P1 (poled like Figure 2.4) and P2 (poled like Figure 2.5) MFC,
since it is a composite, there are material dependencies which affect the pyroelectric coefficient
that change with the poling direction. The non-dielectric materials such as epoxy, Kapton, acrylic,
and copper electrodes will remain the same between the two MFCs, especially because they are
considered isotropic. The PZT-5A material properties are dependent on the poling direction (trans-
versely isotropic), so if there is a coordinate change, the properties are tied to this change. In case
1, the poling direction is along the length of the material, meaning the PZT-5A material properties
are referenced so that the axis of crystal symmetry lies along the length of the material. In case 2,
the poling direction is along the material’s thickness, so the axis of crystal symmetry for PZT-5A
is now referenced along the thickness. In addition to this coordinate switching, plane stress was
assumed since the MFC is very thin. This plane stress especially makes the calculations different
because it essentially disregards the properties in the thickness direction, and for case 2, this is the
poling direction and the axis of crystal symmetry. Because of the aforementioned, if the calcula-
tions are followed through, the pyroelectric coefficient will be different for each MFC, unlike bulk
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PZT-5A.
Using the CTEs calculated earlier, the primary, secondary, and total pyroelectric coefficient are
estimated and presented in Figure 2.6 for both MFCs. The Tg of the epoxy is noticeable in the
pyroelectric coefficient. The data point between the two extremums is the value calculated using
the results from the secant-based method. It is interesting to note that between the MFCs, the
total, primary, and secondary coefficient have opposite trends. The primary coefficient is different
between the two types of MFCs because the poled direction of the PZT is different, transforming
the coordinate system.
Figure 2.6: (Left) The Pyroelectric Coefficient as it varies with temperature for the P1 MFC with
a positive secondary coefficient. (Right) The Pyroelectric Coefficient as it varies with temperature
for the P2 MFC with all negative components.
In comparison, the secant method for the total P1 and P2 pyroelectric coefficient was -55 and
-324 µC
m2K
, respectively. The primary coefficient calculated for the P1 and P2 MFC was -233 and -
103 µC
m2K
. The secondary coefficient calculated for P1 and P2 was 178 and -221 µC
m2K
, respectively.
Notice that the secondary coefficient for the P1 MFC is positive, which detracts from the total
pyroelectric coefficient, whereas the secondary coefficient for the P2 MFC is the same sign as the
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primary coefficient, so it increases the magnitude of the total coefficient. As stated earlier, this
difference is due to the different poling directions of the MFC. If the CTEs from [32], and [33]
were used instead, then the total pyroelectric coefficients and its constituents at room temperature
for the P1 MFC would be -116, -239, and 123 µC
m2K
and -169, -239, and 70 µC
m2K
, respectively.
Neither source characterized the CTE for the P2 MFC.
2.4 Chapter Summary
The primary coefficient is the change in electric displacement with the change in temperature
at constant strain. Thermal effects induce an additional piezoelectric contribution, which results in
a secondary pyroelectric effect. These two comprise the total pyroelectric coefficient. Because the
MFC is a composite, it will have an additional contribution to the secondary effect due to the CTE
mismatch between the different materials and layers. Equivalent micromechanical models were
constructed for the P1 and P2 type MFCs to estimate the CTE values. As established in Figure 2.1
and Table A.1, the CTEs for the P1 MFC from Park et al [33] and Williams et al [32] do not agree
with the CTE that was calculated in this work. The different assumptions used in this model and
the techniques implemented, lead to this disparity. They used a combination of rule of mixtures
and classical lamination theory, assuming that the transverse direction for the PZT/ epoxy layer is
in constant stress. In this work, it was assumed that each layer of the MFC was perfectly bonded,
causing all layers to have a constant in-plane strain. The experimental value of the CTE likely lies
between calculated CTE estimated in this work and the calculated CTE provided in Williams et
al. [32] and Park et al. [33] since the PZT/ Epoxy layer is probably not in constant stress or constant
strain.
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Connectivity was briefly mentioned as a broader term for the rule of mixtures. Particularly,
series and parallel connections are essential in this dissertation and are analogous to the rule of
mixtures and the inverse rule of mixtures.
These CTE values were subsequently applied in the micromechanics based modeling of py-
roelectricity. Constitutive equations were estimated assuming uniform in-plane strain and plane
stress conditions. Secant-based methods were employed to estimate the CTE and Modulus of
Elasticity better as it varied with temperature. The total estimated pyroelectric coefficient, primary
coefficient, and secondary coefficient by the secant method were −55, −233, and 178 µC
m2K
and
−323, −103, and −221 µC
m2K
for the P1 and P2 MFC, respectively. The secondary coefficient has
opposite signs for both MFCs, detracting from and contributing to the total coefficient for the P1
and P2 MFC, respectively.
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CHAPTER 3
Experimental Measurement of the Pyroelectric
Coefficient
There are a multitude of ways to measure the pyroelectric coefficient experimentally. As re-
viewed in [8], there are two main techniques of measuring the pyroelectric coefficient: static, where
measurements are taken at different constant temperatures, and dynamic, where measurements are
taken as the temperature varies over time. The static techniques have been used traditionally, but
dynamic methods are being used more frequently in modern times with the advent of new technol-
ogy capable of measuring time-varying data. There are also multiple ways of heating the sample,
such as using a Peltier element, hot plate, thermal chamber, etc. The issue with using a Peltier ele-
ment or any one-sided heating device is that if the sample is relatively thick, it could cause thermal
gradients within the sample, which could falsely skew the data. Ideally, the heating element would
increase or decrease the temperature uniformly across the entire sample to mitigate any tertiary
pyroelectric effects. Thus, non-contact heating, such as a thermal chamber or a quartz lamp, was
chosen as the heating source.
Two dynamic methods were used to find the pyroelectric coefficient in this dissertation. The
first is linear temperature ramping, where the chamber was set to a specified temperature rate
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and increased linearly. The second is thermal cycling, where the temperature of the chamber was
ramped up and down several times at a set temperature rate over several cycles. Two chambers
were used, one at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Langley Research
Center, and one at the University of Michigan. Having two separate independent setups gives more
confidence in the data being the result of pyroelectricity instead of other erroneous sources such as
noise or vibration. Both chambers were also used to thermally cycle the Macro-fiber Composites
(MFCs), which provided another method of verifying the results.
3.1 Linear Temperature Ramping
Linear temperature ramping is relatively simple to implement. All that is required is a source
that can heat or cool the sample at a relatively constant rate, a temperature measuring device, and
a device to record all the data. To calculate the pyroelectric coefficient experimentally for a linear
ramp in temperature, the Lang and Steckel method [48] was used where the voltage was measured
by the data acquisition device (DAQ) with a known shunt resistor, Rsh (10 MΩ). Given suffi-








where V is the voltage, A is the active area of the material, and dT
dt
is the temperature rate. It is
assumed that the difference between the actual area of the electrodes perpendicular to the poled
direction and the area of the total Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT)/ epoxy layer (listed on the Smart








If the current were measured directly by an ammeter or electrometer, Eq. 3.2 would represent
the Byer- Roundy method. Both of these methods assume that the parameter being measured is
generated purely from pyroelectricity. These equations relate to the modeling equations in Chapter
2 by using the following:
D = 0E + P (3.3)
where P is the polarization. With constant E, the electric displacement equates to the polarization.
The polarization collects over the area, which is equivalent to the charge, Q. The charge is also
equal to the collection of current with time. Setting these the two relations of charge equal to each








Solving Eq. 3.4 and remembering that the pyroelectric coefficient is defined as the change in
polarization over a change in temperature for constant E, Eq. 3.2 is derived.
The total current does not necessarily equal the pyroelectric current. A disadvantage of linear
temperature ramping is that it is necessary to have cooling data to eliminate any current that is
not pyroelectric in origin (i.e., thermally stimulated currents). The thermally stimulated currents
(TSC) can cause an added contribution to the total current and are mainly caused by imperfections
and defects in the material released upon heating. The total current is defined as the sum of the
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pyroelectric current, Ipyro, and the TSC, ITSC :
Ih = Ipyro,h + ITSC,h
Ic = Ipyro,c + ITSC,c (3.5)
where the subscripts h and c represent the heating and cooling of the material and its corresponding
temperature rates and currents. Assuming that ITSC,h = ITSC,c, Eq. 3.5 can be rewritten to solve
for Ipyro when heating:












A similar expression can be derived for Ipyro,c. Using Eq. 3.6, the linear temperature ramping
method is more accurate and valid than without accounting for TSCs, as discussed in the next
section.
3.1.1 Linear Ramping Measurements
Experiments were performed at the University of Michigan and NASA Langley Research Cen-
ter. At the University of Michigan, a 28 x 14 mm active area MFC was hung inside a thermal
chamber and connected to a DAQ with a 10 MΩ resistor across the measuring channel to amplify
the voltage signal. Unlike piezoelectricity, pyroelectricity requires high resistance to limit leakage
current and generate a higher value for voltage. Because the pyroelectric current (especially since
the MFCs are small) is in nA, a large resistor, like 10 MΩ, is needed to separate the pyroelectric
voltage from the noise produced by the DAQ. The voltage was recorded over time as the chamber
ramped from room temperature (25◦C) to 70◦C with a sampling rate of 10 Hz. Different ramp rates
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were used starting at 5◦C per min, 7.5◦C per min, 10◦C per min, and 15◦C per min and as fast as
possible. A Resistive Temperature Device (RTD) was used to collect data on the temperature. The
RTD (Analog Devices TMP36) was calibrated based on the profile curve that was in the datasheet
for the RTD [49]. It was then hung inside near the MFC and the internal chamber RTD, with the
setup shown in Figure 3.1. Three different trials were conducted with two P1 and two P2 MFCs.
Figure 3.1: The setup in the University of Michigan altitude chamber showing the placement of
the MFC and RTD in comparison to the chamber’s RTD.
The chamber used at NASA Langley Research Center was a crystal quartz lamp furnace with
cooling capabilities. This furnace encircles the sample and has four quartz lamps that are equidis-
tant from each other. It has a gas port and water ports to cool the jacket of the furnace. A chiller that
cooled water to 11◦C was connected to the jacket. The controller for the lamps was then autotuned
to allow finer temperature control with the cooling on continuously. Aluminum foil was placed
around the sample and the thermocouple/ RTD to protect against any potential electric interference
and normalize the heat absorbed through light as the surfaces had different absorptivities. The
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setup is shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: The setup at NASA Langley showing the inside and outside of the crystal quartz lamp
furnace with the water hoses connected.
Because cooling data was collected, the TSCs could be subtracted out to get just the contribu-
tion from the pyroelectric effect. Before any analysis was completed, the current (calculated from
the voltage data and the 10 MΩ load resistance) and temperature were filtered using a second-order
Butterworth filter until the temperature derivative was smooth for both data sets. In Figure 3.3 be-
low, a series of normalized temperature and current graphs can be seen of a P1 type MFC with a
temperature ramp of 7.5◦C per minute taken at NASA Langley.
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Figure 3.3: To the left is a graph of normalized current and temperature vs. time. To the right is a
graph of normalized temperature rate and current vs. time.
The temperature rate and current should be proportional to each other, as indicated by Eq. 3.2.
As seen above, the temperature rate and current follow each other closely in shape and amplitude.
The pyroelectric coefficient was computed using a linear least-squares regression, which was used
on the filtered data to find the most accurate slope between current (converted from voltage using















A range of data was chosen where the slope of the temperature data seemed to be the smoothest,
excluding startup and end effects where the temperature rate was different. The average of the tem-
perature rate data was calculated and used as the experimental temperature rate. Both the tempera-
ture rates and the pyroelectric coefficients were analyzed and are nearly normal distributions. The
mean and standard deviation for both MFCs were taken to get an overall pyroelectric coefficient.
This statistical data is displayed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. (Note: The pyroelectric coefficient is gener-
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ally reported as negative due to the polarization decreasing as it approaches the Curie Temperature,
hence the negative in front of the units in the tables.)
Table 3.1: Pyroelectric Coefficient NASA Langley Chamber Crystal Quartz Lamps












Before TSC After TSC Before TSC After TSC
5 6.25 ± 0.84 76.32 ± 93.37 96.81± 16.80 220.58 ± 78.21 354.43 ± 18.51
7.5 8.33 ± 1.10 47.54 ± 74.88 98.38 ± 17.67 206.02 ± 13.80 336.88 ± 3.68
10 11.11 ± 1.29 87.42 ± 60.33 89.73 ± 27.87 166.56 ± 44.21 338.93 ± 2.43
15 16.82 ± 1.88 75.49 ± 63.69 90.22 ± 15.73 184.96 ± 70.86 355.22 ± 5.12
Overall Average 71.04 ± 69.64 93.28 ± 17.39 193.79 ± 55.32 347.04 ± 12.04
Table 3.2: Pyroelectric Coefficient Michigan Chamber












Mean Standard Deviation Mean Standard Deviation
5 3.91 ± 0.19 222.05 20.73 353.57 5.83
7.5 5.51 ± 0.19 183.64 10.20 341.76 4.89
10 7.23 ± 0.40 154.45 15.35 343.83 5.52
15 10.60 ± 0.41 134.68 8.90 341.53 7.60
Fast as possible 15.30 ± 2.63 110.85 21.80 305.10 56.09
Overall Average 161.14 42.16 334.39 32.51
As seen in Table 3.1, the standard deviation is higher than some values for the P1 sample,
indicating that something is causing a variation other than noise. After the TSCs were removed,
the values became more consistent, and the standard deviation dropped to more reasonable lev-
els, providing evidence that TSCs play a significant role in affecting the pyroelectric coefficient
measurement.
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Data was taken previously at NASA Langley using an induction coil furnace with no cooling
capability (results can be seen in the next section). Due to this limited capability, cooling data
was not taken for the Michigan chamber to match this previous experiment closely. It was not
until later that it was realized that cooling data is needed. However, just from comparing Table
3.1 and 3.2, the pyroelectric coefficient is vastly different and not consistent for the P1 MFC. The
P2 MFC has similar values between the results in the Michigan chamber and after the TSCs were
removed from the NASA chamber. These different responses may indicate that the P1 MFC is
more sensitive to TSCs than the P2 MFC, likely due to the differences between both MFCs (such
as the interdigitated electrodes and poling directions).
3.2 Thermal Cycling
A better method of isolating the actual pyroelectric current is by thermally cycling the material.
The temperature rate and the current should be in phase with each other, and the current should
be 90° out of phase with the temperature. Because there should be a phase difference, any non-
pyroelectric current can be corrected for by multiplying it with a sine function.
The pyroelectric coefficient was calculated using a slightly different equation than the temper-





where ω is the angular velocity equal to 2pif where f is the frequency. The fast fourier transform
(FFT) was used to find the amplitude of the current and temperature data, as well as the frequency.
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If there were multiple peaks shown in the FFT plot, only the first one was used, as it was primarily
the biggest. The angle, φ, represents the phase shift between the current and temperature. Ideally,
this should be 90° out of phase, so the current is at its largest. Any deviation from 90° indicates
that there are other contributions to the current other than pyroelectric sources. The angle between







This equation takes the arccosine of the dot product between the two vectors divided by the
product of the vector magnitudes to find the angle. Typically, this value was between 86° and 95°
for the Michigan chamber and 60◦ and 120◦ for the NASA chamber.
3.2.1 Thermal Cycling Measurements
The same setup as the linear ramping was utilized. In the Michigan chamber, the temperature
was increased to 70◦C and held there for 20 minutes so the temperature could reach a steady state.
It was then cycled up to 100◦C, and back down to 40◦C, seven times at the same temperature rates
listed previously for the Michigan chamber. A representative temperature profile can be seen in
Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Temperature profile of the thermal cycles done at 5◦C per minute at the University of
Michigan. The minimum and maximum temperature difference became smaller as the temperature
rate increased.
The data for the thermal cycles were also filtered using a second-order Butterworth filter. The
data range used for the calculations was when the current from the MFCs reached the first local
minimum to the last local minimum, as seen in Figure 3.5. The current and temperature rate were
also zeroed.
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Figure 3.5: A graph of the current generated from the 15◦C per minute thermal cycle using a P2
type MFC. The red circles indicate where the data range starts and ends.
As with the temperature ramping, the current and temperature rate are proportional. It can
be seen in Figure 3.6, illustrating that the current and temperature rate should follow the same
trend even when thermal cycling. There are slight deviations in the profile with minute kinks that
contribute to a slight phase difference, reflecting onto the phase difference between the temperature
and current.
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Figure 3.6: This graph compares the current and temperature rate using different axes. The profiles
are the same, while the amplitude is different.
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 below shows the pyroelectric coefficient values of the temperature cycles.
This data was analyzed the same way as the temperature ramped results above by taking the mean
and standard deviation. In the interest of time, for some rates, not all three trials were conducted for
the NASA chamber. The N/A indicates that there was only one trial conducted at that temperature
rate. A graph of all the pyroelectric coefficient trials can be seen in Figure 3.7.
Table 3.3: Thermally Cycled Pyroelectric Coefficient NASA Langley Chamber
Temperature Rate MFC Type








5 7.15 ± 0.05 91.11 ± N/A 323.59 ± 12.19
7.5 10.18 ± 0.49 71.35 ± 13.77 314.06 ± 24.51
10 13.16 ± 0.42 86.74 ± 6.43 320.55 ± 8.83
15 17.14 ± 0.41 90.14 ± 8.63 347.40 ± N/A
Overall Average 82.85 ± 12.00 322.05 ± 17.14
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Table 3.4: Thermally Cycled Pyroelectric Coefficient Michigan Chamber












Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation
5 5.77 ± 0.37 76.02 4.07 327.96 13.17
7.5 7.95 ± 0.11 78.24 4.11 329.14 17.93
10 9.83 ± 0.35 81.10 2.55 343.26 10.27
15 13.04 ± 0.20 84.60 2.54 352.00 6.61
Fast as possible 16.31 ± 0.33 91.02 4.34 361.48 3.65
Overall Average 82.20 6.32 344.31 14.95
Figure 3.7: (Left) A graph comparing all the P1 MFC trials which show a decreasing trend for the
Michigan data. (Right) A graph comparing all the P2 MFC trials showing similar values. These
values represent the absolute value and should be negative otherwise.
As seen in Figure 3.7, there is not a lot of variation between the NASA and Michigan results.
The Michigan linear ramping for the P1 type and the thermal cycle data have the most variation,
but that is due to the TSCs present in the linear ramping data. All the values cluster around 80 to
90 µC
m2K
for the P1 pyroelectric coefficient except for the linear ramped Michigan data. This data
was taken before it was known to compensate for TSCs. As shown by this result, not subtracting
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TSCs does make an impact on the coefficient and will not match with the thermally cycled results.
In contrast, even with the TSCs, the P2 type Michigan data sets match. The P2 coefficient
results are clustered between 310 and 360 µC
m2K
. The TSCs were also not subtracted for the linearly
ramped Michigan results, but there is hardly any noticeable difference (just at the beginning and
end of the graph). The similarity in the P2 results suggests that the P1 MFC is more sensitive
to TSCs, maybe due to the small current it generates in comparison to the P2 MFC. Again, this
difference in current is probably due to the way the MFC types are manufactured, referencing
Section 2.3.2.1. The P1 MFC has interdigitated electrodes, which limits the current that can pass
through it, whereas the P2 MFC has a parallel plate electrode configuration that allows more current
flow, and therefore has a higher pyroelectric coefficient. Due to the tiny current produced by the
P1 MFC, other contributions such as TSCs or noise from the DAQ can significantly affect the
pyroelectric coefficient. The slower the ramp rate, the smaller the current will be, which makes
it more susceptible to other sources. This conjecture is supported by the downward trend rate
the linear ramped data has towards the NASA chamber and thermally cycled values as the rate is
increased, because the pyroelectric current contribution should increase as the rate increases. Due
to the differences in electrode placement on the different types of MFCs (poling directions), the
total pyroelectric coefficient for both types is different.
3.3 Electric Field Pyroelectric Enhancement
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) is an environmental influence from electronic sources that
can disrupt the performance of nearby electrical objects. It has two effects, electromagnetic induc-
tion where current is induced in a loop due to a change in a magnetic field, and electromagnetic
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radiation where the electric field is radiated out from an object. CubeSats frequently have to worry
about mitigating EMI. The pyroelectric coefficient can actually be enhanced without additional
energy in creating an electric field using this unintended EMI. The drawback is that there is no
control over the strength of the electric field experienced. An electric field, in conjunction with a
change of temperature with time, is utilized extensively throughout literature in harvesting pyro-
electric energy using either Carnot, Brayton, or Ericcson (Olsen) cycles [50], [51], [52], [53], [54].
The MFCs (28 x 14 mm) were suspended in a small Thermolyne 47900 furnace with an RTD as
close to the MFC as possible at NASA Langley Research Center, as shown in Figure 3.8. A Mea-
surement Computing DAQ was used to collect data and was read by a laptop using the DAQami
software. A 10 MΩ resistor was placed in parallel with the MFC to amplify the voltage above the
noise of the DAQ.
Figure 3.8: The experimental setup showing the MFC and RTD in the NASA thermal chamber
connected to the DAQ.
The thermal chamber was calibrated before using it for the first time through an autotune fea-
ture within the Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller of the chamber. The temperature is
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programmed to a set point, and the chamber calibrates itself by calculating the gain factors needed
to control the temperature rate around that specified temperature. The chamber was ramped from
room temperature up to 70◦C, as shown in Figure 3.9, at varying temperature rates. The actual tem-
perature recorded by the RTD differed from the temperature the chamber thermocouple measured.
The door to the chamber was opened to expedite the temperature returning to ambient conditions
through air convection. The DAQ was stopped once the temperature reached approximately 50◦C
as the cooling temperature rate considerably slowed as it approached room temperature.
Figure 3.9: A sample temperature profile starting near room temperature and showing the linear
ramp of temperature with time as well as the cooling data.
It is theorized that the EMI might be radiating from the open coil electric resistance heaters
since the MFC is within a few centimeters of the coils, as seen in Figure 3.10. The coils are likely
producing an electric field as high voltage and, consequently, a current is flowing through them to
heat the furnace. In addition, there is likely an induced current in the MFC due to a magnetic flux
from the coils as stated in Faraday’s Laws (a magnetic field might be generated from the current
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running through the coils which changes in magnitude due to the PID controller and any loop in the
MFC that is being affected by this magnetic flux would generate an induced current). Experiments
were also done with a makeshift Faraday’s cage using aluminum foil to cover the MFC to shield
it from the electric field. These experiments matched the pyroelectric coefficient results in other
thermal chambers.
Figure 3.10: A close up of the setup inside the Thermolyne NASA chamber which shows the coiled
resistive heaters, the MFC, RTD, and chamber thermocouple.
The pyroelectric coefficient for both P1 and P2 types is illustrated in Figure 3.11 as a function
of temperature rate. The actual pyroelectric coefficients averages (82.2 µC
m2K
for P1 and 344.3 µC
m2K
for P2) taken from the previous sections is depicted as a straight line varying with temperature rate
and is called the reference pyroelectric coefficient. The pyroelectric coefficient values with the
aluminum foil wrapped around the MFC and RTD were also included. It can be noted that these
values very nearly match the reference pyroelectric coefficient.
The average reported value of the pyroelectric coefficient for both MFC types is subtracted
from the generalized pyroelectric coefficient to estimate the field-induced pyroelectric coefficient.
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Figure 3.11: Pyroelectric coefficient for the P1 MFC (left) and P2 MFC (right) as a function of
temperature rate. The pyroelectric coefficient at constant stress and electric field is also shown as
well as the average value reported earlier.
Again, this calculation assumes that the tertiary pyroelectric effects are negligible; therefore, the
only difference between these coefficients is the presence of EMI. The average field-induced




for the P1 and P2 MFCs, respectively.
As demonstrated by Figure 3.11, the electric field of the thermal chamber affects the pyroelec-
tric coefficient. There is a noticeable increase in both the P1 and P2 MFC pyroelectric coefficients
due to EMI. In Figure 3.11, the measured chamber pyroelectric coefficient is approximately twice
as much as the reference pyroelectric coefficient. In fact, the induced field pyroelectric coefficient,
found by subtracting the reference coefficient and the measured coefficient, comprises more than
half of the contribution to the measured coefficient.
These values can be used to compute the average electric field effect on both MFCs if the rate
of dielectric permittivity with respect to temperature is known. It is assumed that this rate for both
MFCs is the same as PZT-5A since that is the only dielectric material present in this composite.
Using the graph of the percent deviation of the relative permittivity vs. temperature for PZT-5A
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from [55] and a webplot digitizer that calibrates the pixels with a graph axis, allowing specific
points to be selected, a trendline was generated from the data. For a small temperature range
and low temperature, the dielectric constant should vary linearly with temperature. The percent
deviation of the relative permittivity was converted to the material dielectric permittivity, 33, and
is shown in Figure 3.12. It is assumed that at room temperature, the value of 33 for the P1 and P2
MFCs are 15930 and 16000, respectively [29].
Figure 3.12: The dielectric permittivity as a function of temperature, assuming the rate of dielectric
permittivity as a function of temperature is the same as PZT-5A for both MFCs.
A trendline was matched to both datasets in Figure 3.12 to get the y- intercept and the slope
(the change in dielectric permittivity with temperature). The slope and y-intercept for the P1 MFC
are 4.001 ∗ 10−11 F
m◦C and 1.316 ∗ 10−8 Fm , respectively and 4.019 ∗ 10−11 Fm◦C and 1.322 ∗ 10−8 Fm ,
respectively, for the P2 MFC. Dividing the average field induced pyroelectric coefficient by this
slope will yield the average effective electric field (Eq. 1.3). The effective electric field experienced






The effective electric field was calculated from the change in dielectric permittivity with re-
spect to a change in temperature. Again, this is under the assumption that this change in dielectric
permittivity with respect to temperature is the same as PZT- 5A for both MFCs and that all the
extra contribution to the pyroelectric effect is from the electric field and not tertiary pyroelectric
effects. This electric field might seem high, but it is consistent with the value of an electric field
used in the Olsen cycle to generate energy from pyroelectricity [54]. Again this is the effective
electric field that the MFC experiences, including any induced current from a magnetic flux. When
aluminum foil was wrapped around the MFC and RTD, the pyroelectric coefficient decreased back
to approximately the same value as the reference pyroelectric coefficient, as depicted in Figure
3.11. These results add validity that either EMI or a temperature gradient contributed to the mea-
sured pyroelectric effect. Because the MFC is so thin and small, the temperature gradients within
the thermal chamber would have to be enormous to make up for the difference between the gen-
eralized and reference pyroelectric coefficient. Therefore, it is likely that the majority, if not all,
of the enhancement is coming from the EMI. The effective electric field experienced is an order
of magnitude different from each type of MFC. This difference might be due to the P1 and P2
MFCs having different electrode configurations, so the amount of induced current generated from
any magnetic flux would vary. In addition, the positioning of the MFCs inside the chamber might
slightly vary, which would affect the amount of induced current generated.
There are several Figures of Merit (FOM) that are used for pyroelectric materials such as volt-
age, current, sensor, and an energy harvesting FOM. The main application for pyroelectricity in
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This FOM produces an energy density per Kelvin squared. Evidently, the higher the FOM
value, the better the material is at energy harvesting, which is the main topic of Chapter 4. These
values were graphed in Figure 3.13 with the constant reference pyroelectric coefficient FOM value.
The dielectric permittivity used in this equation was the average dielectric permittivity over the
temperature interval. This value was 1.483 ∗ 10−8 F
m
and 1.489 ∗ 10−8 F
m
for the P1 and P2 MFC,
respectively.
Figure 3.13: The FOM for the P1 MFC (left) and P2 MFC (right) as a function of temperature
rate. The reference pyroelectric coefficient at constant stress and electric field is also shown as a
constant over various temperature rates.
The FOM shows the MFC energy harvesting capabilities can be enhanced approximately 7 to
11 times greater and 4 to 7 times greater than the reference for the P1 and P2 MFCs, respectively.
It is interesting to note that the P1 pyroelectric coefficient was enhanced almost twice as much
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as the P2 pyroelectric coefficient. This enhancement could be due to the pyroelectric coefficient
of the P1 MFC being so small that there is more opportunity for improvement. Apparently, the
higher the pyroelectric coefficient is with respect to its dielectric constant, the better the material
performs. Even though the P1 MFC was enhanced almost twice as much as the P2 MFC, the P2
MFC still has a higher FOM value. Therefore, it is still the better candidate for energy harvesting,
which will be important for Chapter 4.
3.4 Manipulation of Boundary Conditions
Normally, most pyroelectric materials are classified as ceramic. Because of this, even partially
constraining it to limit the amount of thermal expansion experienced by the material can lead to
cracks and brittle failure. The MFC is a thin film that can be constrained in the inactive area
surrounding the PZT fibers without damage to its functional ability. This has the potential to allow
for the boundary conditions of the MFC to be manipulated to observe how that would affect the
pyroelectric coefficient. In theory, if the MFC is constrained or in constant strain, only the primary
coefficient should generate a pyroelectric effect (ignoring tertiary and electric field effects). It is
generally complicated to experimentally verify the primary or secondary coefficient because it is
not practical to constrain the specimen completely [2], [57], [58]. However, it may be possible to
get a prediction of what the experimental value should be by partially constraining it [59]. Epoxy
cannot be used as a means of constraint because it has a CTE higher than the MFC, which should
increase the secondary effect. To circumvent this, Kevlar was considered since it has a negative
coefficient of thermal expansion [60], and therefore will limit the growth of the MFC.
Two Kevlar sheets were hand sewn with Kevlar string to an M8528-P1 and M8528-P2 MFC
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from Smart Materials in the inactive area. This is pictured in Figure 3.14. One sheet was sewn at
a time to each face of the MFC, taking great care not to puncture the active area of the MFC or
damage the PZT fibers and electrodes. This was accomplished with both P1 and P2 type MFCs.
Figure 3.14: Kevlar sheet sewed with Kevlar string to the MFC.
A different method was also tested where the MFC was epoxied onto a metal shim. In principle,
this should increase the expansion experienced by the MFC, undergoing the opposite effect of the
Kevlar. The CTE for the epoxy and the metal shim is greater than the CTE for MFCs. The epoxy
used was Hysol EA 9394 for decent thermal vacuum properties. After the MFC was epoxied to
the metal shim, the sample was placed in a vacuum-sealed bag for at least six hours to remove any
air bubbles between the layers. The MFC was allowed to fully cure for the next five days before
usage.
Both of the Kevlar sewn samples and the epoxied MFC were mounted in the Michigan thermal
chamber with a previously calibrated RTD. Kevlar was wrapped around the RTD to best mimic
the thermal environment of the MFCs for about half of the experimental trials. Everything was
suspended to be as close to the center of the chamber as possible to avoid thermal gradients through
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contact with the metallic surfaces of the chamber. Binder clips were attached to the bottom of the
Kevlar sewn MFCs to prevent it from buckling outwards (later data was taken with and without the
binder clips, and no difference was seen). The wires were taped down to help prevent vibrations
and were attached to a feedthrough. A setup is pictured in Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.15: (Left) Kevlar sewn MFCs suspended in the chamber with binder clips and an RTD as
close as possible to the MFCs. The Epoxied MFC is not shown in this picture. (Right) The wires
are attached to a feedthrough in the chamber.
Much of the setup for this experiment mimics the setup for the thermal cycling experiments
stated earlier. The thermal cycles were done at a rate of 5 and 10◦C per minute. Two temperature
rates were chosen to observe if the pyroelectric coefficient would change with temperature rate
when the boundary conditions were changed. As previously observed, the pyroelectric coefficient
does not vary much with temperature rate for the unaltered MFC.
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Figure 3.16: The pyroelectric coefficient resulting from the multiple trials conducted on the con-
strained and epoxied P1 and P2 MFCs.
The results were analyzed using Eq. 3.8. The data from all of the stitched and epoxied trials
can be viewed in Figure 3.16. The constrained and epoxied P1 MFCs had similar pyroelectric
coefficients where the absolute value of both decreased from the unconstrained MFC pyroelectric
coefficient value as noted earlier. The constrained and epoxied P2 MFCs had different results. The
constrained P2 MFC absolute pyroelectric coefficient decreased from the unconstrained P2 pyro-
electric coefficient by approximately 70 to 100 µC
m2K
. The epoxied P2 MFC had interesting results
as the absolute pyroelectric coefficient initially increased from the unconstrained P2 pyroelectric
coefficient (343 µC
m2K
) to almost 400 µC
m2K
. As multiple trials were conducted with the same MFC,
the absolute pyroelectric coefficient decreased towards and beyond the unconstrained P2 MFC py-
roelectric coefficient value. These results were confirmed with another epoxied MFC on the same
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material, and the same experiment was completed multiple times. The same trend followed. An
average of all the trials is displayed in Table 3.5. (Note: These pyroelectric coefficients are still
negative with the negative sign appearing in the units as before.)
Table 3.5: Average Stitched and Epoxied Pyroelectric Coefficient Values and Standard Deviation
Temperature Rate Stitched MFC (−µC
m2K






(◦C/min) P1 P2 P1 P2
5 5.22 ± 0.15 55.81 ± 3.29 244.88 ± 13.64 57.0 ± 3.95 334.63 ± 21.04
10 9.22 ± 0.34 57.71 ± 1.26 251.48 ± 6.45 58.98 ± 3.91 355.19 ± 19.77
Overall Average 56.76 ± 2.60 248.18 ± 10.86 58.57 ± 4.13 348.18 ± 22.27
For the Kevlar experiment, the results from the experiment should approach the primary co-
efficient theoretically. The constrained P2 MFC did follow this trend. However, the constrained
P1 MFC pyroelectric coefficient is approximately equal to the epoxied P1 MFC coefficient instead
of increasing towards the absolute value of the primary coefficient. The epoxied and constrained
MFCs should have opposite contributions to the pyroelectric effect. This contrary result indicates
that any changes to the boundary of the P1 MFC actually hinders the pyroelectric effect (seems to
increase the positive secondary effect). The P1 MFC, in general, does not produce enough current
to charge a battery via the piezoelectric effect [61]. A possible explanation for the discrepancy
can be due to the primary d33 effect of the P1 MFC lying in the plane of restriction, so putting the
Kevlar around the P1 MFC especially hindered its current generation and flow.
Epoxy should have the effect of increasing the secondary contribution. Because the modeled
secondary effect is positive for the P1, the epoxied P1 MFC supports this conjecture since the pyro-
electric coefficient decreased. The constrained P2 absolute pyroelectric coefficient did decrease as
anticipated because the secondary coefficient is the same sign as the primary and total coefficient
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according to the pyroelectric coefficient modeling discussed earlier. The modeled secant-based
secondary effect from Chapter 2 was −221 µC
m2K
. This is in agreement with the hypothesis that the
Kevlar would partially constrain the MFC. The Kevlar CTE is only −2 µ◦C , which is not enough to
halt the expansion of the MFC completely. The out of plane expansion was also not prevented as it
was assumed negligible due to plane stress. The epoxied P2 MFC pyroelectric coefficient did in-
crease at first, illustrating that the pyroelectric coefficient can be enhanced to produce more current
through the secondary pyroelectric effect. However, the coefficient seemed to stabilize back to the
unaltered P2 pyroelectric coefficient after approximately six cycles, probably due to the thermal
relaxation of the internal strains and stresses.
3.5 Vacuum Measurements
Both MFCs were also tested in a vacuum chamber at NASA Langley using linear temperature
ramping and thermal cycling. However, due to the challenges presented in accurately measuring
the coefficient in vacuum, more testing is recommended before a definitive conclusion can be
reached. Preliminary results indicate that the pyroelectric coefficient slightly decreased in vacuum
for both MFCs. A more detailed explanation on the test setup and the results is found in Appendix
B.
3.6 Chapter Summary
The pyroelectric coefficient of two types of MFCs was explored using thermal chambers at
NASA Langley and Michigan from 25◦C to 70◦C at varying linear temperature rates. Thermal
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cycling was also conducted in both chambers between 40◦C and 100◦C, which was cycled seven
times. The NASA data with TSCs had more variance with a mean and standard deviation of−71 ±
70 and −194 ± 55 µC
m2K
for the P1 and P2 type respectively. After TSCs were subtracted, the mean
and standard deviation were −93 ± 17 and −347 ± 12 µC
m2K
for the P1 and P2 type respectively.
The Michigan data for linear temperature ramping was not too different at −161 ± 42 and −334 ±
33 µC
m2K
for the P1 and P2 type respectively where the TSCs were not subtracted out. The thermally




The pyroelectric coefficient is dependent on the type of MFC used due to their respective poling
directions, and any electric field experienced. Once any electric field is removed through aluminum
shielding, and TSCs are subtracted from the total current, both data sets (linear temperature ramp-
ing and thermally cycling) of NASA experiments match the thermally cycled Michigan data. The
pyroelectric coefficient is consistent between two different chambers and methods indicating that
the value measured is the actual value for this test setup.
The pyroelectric coefficients of the P1 and P2 MFCs were measured with an EMI coming from
the thermal chamber, and were compared to the reference pyroelectric coefficients at constant elec-
tric field and constant stress. The measured pyroelectric coefficient was almost two times greater
than the reference coefficient. The FOM shows that the P1 and P2 MFC pyroelectric coefficients
were enhanced between 7 to 11 times and 4 to 7 times, respectively. Even though the P1 MFC
pyroelectric coefficient was enhanced more, the value of the FOM was higher for the P2 MFC,
indicating that the P2 MFC would still make a better energy harvester which will be validated in
Chapter 4. This considerable enhancement shows that the energy harvested from the MFC can be
significantly increased with any EMI. This is advantageous because, in most applications, EMI is
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unwanted, and measures are taken to shield the product from this phenomenon. If pyroelectric en-
ergy harvesting was the only application, the pyroelectric material does not necessarily need to be
shielded and gets an added boost to energy output without having to expend any extra energy cre-
ating an electric field. The use of EMI has the disadvantage of not being able to control the amount
of electric field experienced by the material, so if the material has a low dielectric breakdown, this
EMI might damage it.
To observe whether the primary coefficient could be isolated experimentally, Kevlar (which
has a negative CTE) was sewn with Kevlar string to both sides of the MFC in the inactive area.
These constrained MFCs were then thermally cycled, and the resulting pyroelectric coefficient




respectively. These values do not agree with the modeled value for the P1 primary coefficient (as
this absolute value should be greater than the total P1 coefficient because the secondary coefficient
was estimated as a positive value which reduces the overall negative coefficient); however, this is a
reasonable estimate for the P2 primary coefficient. The Kevlar may be hindering the generation of
current in the P1 MFC due to its geometry. The Kevlar in the P2 MFC would only have partially
isolated the primary coefficient. Although the CTE of Kevlar is negative, it is not enough to negate
the expansion of the MFC. Additionally, although the Kevlar was stitched together as close as
possible without losing the Kapton’s structural integrity, there were still noticeable gaps between
the stitches. These small gaps would not be constrained.
A metal shim was epoxied on another set of P1 and P2 MFCs. It was anticipated that the
epoxy and metal shim would increase the secondary effect because they have a higher CTE than
the MFCs. This result may have occurred with the epoxied P1 MFC, but the pyroelectric coeffi-
cient was a similar value to the constrained P1 MFC producing inconclusive results. The epoxied
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P2 pyroelectric coefficient did increase in value to approximately -390 µC
m2K
at first. After about
six trials of thermal cycling, the value decreased back to the standard unaltered P2 pyroelectric
coefficient likely due to thermal relaxation of the internal strain and stresses.
In this chapter, the pyroelectric coefficient was experimentally determined and explored through
multiple methods. Linear temperature ramping and thermal cycling were used to verify the pyro-
electric coefficient against the results in Chapter 2. The pyroelectric coefficient was also enhanced
using an unexpected EMI from one of the chambers used at NASA, and a FOM was established
for energy harvesting which shows that the P2 MFC should be better for this application (explored
in Chapter 4). The pyroelectric coefficient was also investigated under different boundary condi-
tions, where Kevlar was sewn to the edges of the MFCs to restrict the in-plane movement, and
the MFCs were epoxied to an aluminum shim to encourage in-plane movement. This was done in
the hopes of verifying the pyroelectric coefficient components (i.e., primary and secondary coef-
ficients). Vacuum data on the pyroelectric coefficient was also measured in MFCs but due to the
many issues present, more testing is recommended before any concrete conclusion can be inferred.
This research improves the understanding of the pyroelectric effect in MFCs and provides a
means of experimentally obtaining a lower bound for thin films for the primary and secondary




Traditional applications for pyroelectric materials have included pyroelectric infrared detectors
or temperature sensors. In this dissertation, the focus of the pyroelectric application will be using
it for energy harvesting. Waste energy harvesting is becoming more popular for low power devices
because of the ability to harvest energy from sources such as vibrations, temperature changes, or
temperature gradients that might be present in various ambient environments. Because the energy
sources can be detected by small devices, the size and cost are much less than the devices and
structures needed to harvest energy from other sources such as wind or hydroelectric energy.
There are three applications involving energy harvesting that this chapter will cover. The first
is pure pyroelectric energy harvesting, which is modeled, verified experimentally, and optimized
for the maximum energy by changing the resistance. The next two applications are ways that
pyroelectric energy harvesting can be incorporated into existing schemes and are mainly as a proof
of concept. These applications are combined piezoelectric and pyroelectric energy harvesting, and
pyroelectric energy harvesting combined with structural health monitoring (SHM).
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4.1 Pyroelectric Energy Harvesting
Now that the pyroelectric coefficient has extensively been investigated, it can be used to predict
the amount of energy generated through the pyroelectric effect. The energy modeled can then be
compared to an experiment and used to determine if even a simplified model would successfully
predict the experimental energy harvested. This model can then be used in real-life applications
to determine the size and temperature change necessary to harvest a specific amount of energy to
help contribute power to a system.
4.1.1 Modeling the Energy Harvested
The pyroelectric energy harvested was modeled using several methods to estimate the desired
temperature profile. These include a numerical method in which the experimental temperature
profile was supplied, an analytical sum of sines curve fit, and a generic sine wave. A representation
of the circuit used for energy harvesting is shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: The pyroelectric energy harvesting circuit with the Macro-fiber Composite (MFC)
shown in parallel with an external load resistance and capacitor.
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Figure 4.1 shows the pyroelectric material in parallel with an external capacitor, CL and ex-
ternal resistor, RL. The pyroelectric material can be represented as a current source, Ip, internal





since the resistances are in parallel with each other. If RL << Rx, then the total resistance is
estimated to be the load resistance. The total capacitance is the sum of the internal and external
capacitors since they are also parallel to each other:
C = Cx + CL (4.2)
The current source of the pyroelectric element can be described by Eq. 3.2 in Chapter 3. The
currents can be added in the circuit, so a relationship between voltage and temperature can be












where the pyroelectric element current is taken from Eq. 3.2, and R and C are taken from Eq. 4.1
and Eq. 4.2 respectively. Note that the current going through the resistor and capacitor is negative,
but the pyroelectric coefficient is negative, so this becomes a double negative, or positive value.
To solve for the transfer function, Eq. 4.3 must be converted from the time domain to the Laplace
domain. It then becomes:
pAs (T − T0) = V
R
+ Cs (V − V0) (4.4)
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The initial temperature is a non-zero value, whereas the initial voltage is assumed zero. The initial
temperature is subtracted from the temperature array and is denoted ∆. After rearranging Eq. 4.4,









Because most temperature profiles are in the time domain, the temperature also needs to be
converted to the Laplace domain. Two temperature profiles were chosen, one at 5◦C per minute,
and the other at 10◦C per minute, which is shown in Figure 4.2. This numerical data was used to
estimate the voltage.
Figure 4.2: The complete experimental temperature profile (left) with the actual temperature profile
used for modeling shown on the right. The beginning and end were trimmed from the data set to
mimic a sinusoidal wave better.
The second modeling method was analytically estimating the experimental data with a sum of
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aisin (bit+ ci) (4.6)
The values of a, b, and c are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Values for the higher order sine approximation.
Temperature Rate
(◦C/min) Parameter Index Values
1 2 3 4 5 6
5
a 3.286 376.5 16 183.1 4.433 24.93
b 5.28e-3 1.152e-4 4.922e-3 3.24e-4 9.949e-3 6.621e-4
c 6.694e-3 2.371 -3.806 4.134 4.377 5.038
10
a 2.277 239.3 152.5 14.5 22.5 3.625
b 1.068e-2 3.066e-4 6.721e-4 9.861e-3 1.314e-3 1.991e-2
c -4.655 1.953 3.723 -1.46 4.427 2.82
The same curve fit was performed for a generic sine function that matches closely with the 5◦C
per minute and 10◦C per minute temperature profiles as described respectively:
T (t) =21sin (0.00475t− 2.59)
T (t) =18sin (0.00989t− 1) (4.7)
A comparison of all the resulting temperature profiles is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The three different temperature profiles at 5◦C per minute and 10◦C per minute are
based on experimental data where the black line represents the numerical profile, the red line
represents the sum of sines, and the blue line represents the sine wave model. The temperature was
zeroed so that the initial temperature starts at 0◦C.
The numerical temperature profile was taken from an experimental temperature profile at the
specified temperature rate. The sum of sines match closely with the numerical temperature profile
as expected since it is of a higher order analytical function. The sine wave has the most deviation
from the numerical temperature profile as the peaks are slightly shifted and have greater magnitude.
4.1.2 Experimental Energy Harvesting
The experimental data is taken from all the previous experiments that have been conducted
in estimating the pyroelectric coefficient in Chapter 3. Therefore, the experimental setup is the
same where either a 28 x 14 mm or an 85 x 28 mm active area P1 or P2 Macro-fiber Composite
(MFC), acquired from Smart Material Inc., was suspended inside a thermal chamber with a resis-
tive temperature device (RTD) and connected to a data acquisition device (DAQ). There was a 10
MΩ resistor connected in parallel with the MFC. Later, the resistance was varied to compare with
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this model. There was no external capacitance connected to the circuit. Some of the experiments
included have the MFC connected to a relay circuit that switches between taking voltage mea-
surements and taking impedance measurements for SHM, which is described in detail in Section
4.2.2.
The DAQ collected the voltage generated by the MFC as a function of time. After filtering the
data, this voltage was converted to power where the shunt resistor is the total resistance since the
resistance of the MFC (Rx > GΩ) is much greater than the shunt resistor used (Eq. 4.1). This
power was transformed into energy using numerical integration (trapezoidal rule).
4.1.3 Results and Discussion
To calculate the voltage response of the transfer function using the different temperature pro-
files, the average capacitance of the MFCs is needed and measured with a capacitance meter. The
capacitance values are given in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Average Capacitance of the MFCs
P1 28 x 14 mm P1 85 x 28 mm P2 28 x 14 mm P2 85 x 28 mm
Capacitance (nF) 1.01 6.55 30.30 180.95
Using the resistance and area values discussed earlier, as well as the capacitance and pyro-
electric coefficient of 82.2 and 343 µC
m2K
for the P1 and P2 MFCs respectively (positive due to the
double negative with the transfer function), the voltage response can be analyzed. The numerical
temperature profile and the transfer function were analyzed in MATLAB using a simulated time
response function. The sum of sines (Eq. 4.6) and the sine wave (Eq.4.7) temperature profiles were
converted to the Laplace domain by hand and then multiplied with the transfer function as seen in
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This equation represents the voltage response in the Laplace domain. Variables a, b, and c
represent the amplitude, period, and phase shift of the sine wave. The sum of sines would just be
a summation of this equation for each of the different indices listed in Table 4.1. Eq. 4.8 was then













−e −tRC + cos(bt) + bCRsin(bt)
)]
(4.9)
Again, the sum of sines would just be a summation of Eq. 4.9 over the different indices. A
comparison of the voltage response as a function of time for the different temperature profiles is
depicted in Figure 4.4. The general shape of the voltage response was the same for both types of
MFC for the same temperature rate. The values for the voltage were the only differences observed;
hence a representative graph was chosen for each temperature rate.
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Figure 4.4: The voltage generated as a function of time for the different temperature profiles at 5◦
C per minute and 10◦ C per minute for the P2 85 x 28 mm MFC.
As with the temperature profiles in Figure 4.3, the numerical and the sum of sines profiles in
Figure 4.4 match closely with each other. There is a slight increase in the sum of sines peak com-
pared to the numerical profile, and there is a peak shift in the trough of the wave. The generic sine
wave is shifted lower, making the extrema have a lower value. As time progresses, the sine wave
also becomes out of phase with the other two profiles, which is less noticeable at a temperature
rate of 10◦ C per minute.
An average energy and standard deviation were calculated for each temperature rate and MFC.
Alongside an average, the modeled energies are also displayed in Table 4.3 for the 5◦C per minute
temperature rate and Table 4.4 for the 10◦C per minute temperature rate. The percent deviation
from the experimental value is also given in parenthesis.
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Table 4.3: Energy Generated and Percent Deviation at 5◦ C per minute
MFC Active Area Method at 5◦ C/min P1 MFC Energy (µJ) P2 MFC Energy (µJ)
28 x 14 mm
Experimental 0.46 ± 0.033 7.85 ± 0.333
Numerical 0.47 (1.77%) 8.22 (4.81%)
Sum of Sines 0.45 (3.86%) 7.77 (0.99%)
Sine Wave 0.44 (5.27%) 7.65 (2.44%)
85 x 28 mm
Experimental 17.6 ± 0.633 330 ± 8.25
Numerical 17.4 (0.98%) 303 (8.15%)
Sum of Sines 16.4 (6.46%) 286 (13.2%)
Sine Wave 16.2 (7.83%) 282 (14.5%)
Table 4.4: Energy Generated and Percent Deviation at 10◦ C per minute
MFC Active Area Method at 10◦C/min P1 MFC Energy (µJ) P2 MFC Energy (µJ)
28 x 14 mm
Experimental 0.73 ± 0.036 11.9 ± 0.537
Numerical 0.68 (6.81%) 11.8 (0.74%)
Sum of Sines 0.66 (9.31%) 11.5 (3.41%)
Sine Wave 0.70 (3.57%) 12.2 (2.69%)
85 x 28 mm
Experimental 23.6 ± 0.374 459 ± 17.0
Numerical 25.0 (5.64%) 434 (5.47%)
Sum of Sines 24.3 (2.79%) 423 (7.99%)
Sine Wave 25.8 (9.30%) 449 (2.21%)
As shown in the tables, the amount of energy harvested was in the µJ range. The energy
harvested increased with the size of the active area. The amount of energy produced by the 28 x 14
mm P2 MFC was slightly less than the energy produced by the 85 x 28 mm P1 MFC even though
the P1 MFC had a bigger area. This reinforces the idea that the P1 MFC does not generate energy
as well as the P2 MFC, especially when comparing the same size MFCs with each other. Between
the two temperature rates, more energy was generated with the faster temperature rate. The amount
of energy increased between 34% to 59% from doubling the temperature rate. This increase was
expected since the current generated is proportional to the temperature rate, where the pyroelectric
coefficient is the proportionality constant between the current and temperature rate normalized by
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the area.
Overall, the numerical method had the least percent deviation, considering all the cases (the
percent deviation did not exceed 8.15%), as expected since the numerical temperature profile was
taken from an experimental data set. The sum of sines method performed better than the sine wave
method in Table 4.3, but for most of the cases in Table 4.4, the sine wave method performed better.
This is probably due to the sine wave temperature profile matching the average experimental data
better than the one experimental data chosen of which the sum of sines temperature profile was
fitted to. Overall, however, the percent deviations in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 are less than 15%
and 10%, respectively from the average experimental value. These results illustrate that if the
experimental temperature profile is not quite oscillating harmonically, the energy harvested is still
able to be approximated with relative accuracy with a fitted sine wave. For slightly more accuracy
in most cases, a sum of sines approximation can be utilized. However, the advantages over the sine
wave are only marginal as it requires more time to approximate.
The maximum specific power (or surface power density) was also investigated by finding the
maximum power within the data range specified and then normalizing it by the active area of the
MFC. The graphs of the specific power utilizing the different methods with a temperature rate of
5◦C per minute and 10◦C per minute are depicted in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: The maximum specific power of the MFCs at a temperature rate of 5◦C per minute for
the different experimental and modeled data.
Figure 4.6: The maximum specific power of the MFCs at a temperature rate of 10◦C per minute
for the different experimental and modeled data.
As with the energy generated, the maximum specific power is greater with a bigger MFC,
and when the P2 MFC is utilized. There is an order of magnitude difference for the maximum
specific power between the different sizes of the same type of MFC and another order of magnitude
difference between the same size P1 and P2 MFCs.
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A point of interest is that the bar graph’s general shape is the same for a type of MFC at a
specific temperature rate, probably due to using the same temperature profile for both MFC sizes.
Expanding on this, the general distribution of the bars in Figure 4.6 is almost identical, with the P2
MFC having slightly more variations between the different methods. However, in Figure 4.5, the
numerical and the sum of sines methods for the P2 MFC over predict the experimental value. This
over prediction is most likely caused by the average experimental data being lower than predicted
instead of the temperature profile not fitting the average experimental temperature profile, as was
stated earlier for the energy harvesting. If the temperature profiles were the dominant cause for
the discrepancy between the experimental and modeling results, it would be reasonable that both
graphs would also have the same distribution as in Figure 4.6.
Except for the P2 MFC in Figure 4.5, the sum of sines method is closest to the experimental
value, unlike the energy harvesting results. This discrepancy might be due to the voltage response
for the sum of sines having a slightly larger value and more consistent voltage peak values, in
general, than the numerical voltage response. Unlike the energy harvesting results, the sine wave
was consistently the worst predictor of specific power. The sine wave temperature profile has a
lower amplitude that causes the voltage response also to have a lower value, which would affect the
maximum power generated through this model. Therefore, it is recommended that if the maximum
power parameter is modeled to use a higher order function for the temperature profile.
4.1.4 Energy Harvested as a Function of Resistance
Once the models were established, and it was determined that the numerical model was gen-
erally the best predictor of the energy harvested, a resistance sweep was conducted to find the
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optimum resistance without an external capacitor that would generate the most energy. Resistor
values from 1000 Ω to 10 TΩ were given as inputs into the numerical model, and the energy was
stored and displayed in Figure 4.7 for both temperature rates.
Figure 4.7: The energy generated over multiple resistances for the different sized MFCs at a tem-
perature rate of 5◦C per minute and 10◦C per minute.
The energy generated by changing the resistance increased to the mJ range instead of the µJ
range as it was earlier with a 10 MΩ resistor. Unfortunately, the resistor required for this energy is
unreasonably large, in the GΩ to TΩ range. The resistor required to achieve the peak energy does
decrease with increasing temperature rate. It may be possible for fast temperature changes where
the degrees change in seconds instead of on the order of minutes, such as in a car or running hot
water through a cold pipe, to have a reasonable resistor value. Another difference between the two
temperature rates is that the higher temperature rate can harvest slightly less energy at its optimum
resistance than the lower temperature rate. Consequently, there is a trade-off between maximum
energy harvesting, time, and resistor value. The resistor that would achieve the maximum power
density would likely be much lower, in the high MΩ to GΩ range as it should match the impedance
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of the MFC at a given frequency (in the case for these temperature profiles 0.001 Hz). Matching
the external impedance (or resistor) to the internal impedance of the system allows the maximum
amount of current to flow which should generate the maximum power. To give an example, the P2
85 x 28 mm active area MFC has a capacitance of 180.95 nF from Table 4.2. The frequency, f, of
the temperature cycles was approximately 0.0008 Hz at 5◦C per minute and 0.0016 Hz at 10◦C per
minute. To calculate the value of the resistor that would yield the maximum power, the impedance
should be matched to the resistance as shown [62]:
Ztotal = RL ∼= 1
2pifC
(4.10)
According to Eq. 4.10, the resistance that will yield the most power is 1.1 GΩ at 5◦C per
minute and 550 MΩ at 10◦C per minute. These values are verified by doing a resistance sweep for
the maximum power as shown in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: The maximum power over multiple resistances at 5◦C per minute and 10◦C per minute
with a data point showing the resistance needed for the maximum power generated by the P2 85 x
28 mm active area MFC.
The values predicted by Eq. 4.10 match well with Figure 4.8. The resistances required for
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the maximum power were lower than for the maximum energy. Because the energy is the area
of the power with time, the maximum energy harvested will be at a different resistance than the
maximum power.
The energy values predicted at different resistances were validated with experiments using the
same setup except with different resistors. A breadboard was used to accommodate the number of
resistors put in series. The resistance range tested was between 2200 Ω and 98 MΩ. The number of
resistors needed and the current laboratory resources limited the maximum resistance value tested.
In addition, the DAQ could only read up to 10 V. Larger resistances would increase the voltage
generated, sometimes saturating the channel, which was especially true on the P2 85 x 28 mm
MFC and therefore the maximum resistance tested for that MFC was 20 MΩ. The results of the
experiments are compared with the model and are depicted in Figure 4.9. The two cases with the
most variance in resistance and the most experimental trials conducted were chosen to validate the
model.
Figure 4.9: The energy generated through experiments and modeling over multiple resistances for
the P1 28 x 14 mm MFC and P2 85 x 28 mm MFC at a temperature rate 10◦C per minute and 5◦C
per minute, respectively.
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The range of resistance values in Figure 4.9 was decreased to reflect the maximum resistance
tested experimentally (98 MΩ for the P1 and 20 MΩ for the P2). The experimental energy values fit
the model except for the experiments denoted by the stars at 20 MΩ for the P2. These experiments
were conducted after the thermal chamber underwent repairs for a coolant leak. Even though
everything in the experiment and programming remained the same, the temperature profile changed
after the repairs and became slower. A new temperature profile was analyzed and used to model
the energy numerically, as shown in Figure 4.10, along with the old numerical model. Figure 4.10
is composed of two graphs, where the one on the right is a close up of the area denoted by a black
box near the origin of the left graph.
Figure 4.10: The energy generated through experiments and modeling over multiple resistances
for the P2 85 x 28 mm MFC at a temperature rate of 5◦C per minute with the new numerical model
using the updated temperature profile. The black box near the origin on the left plot represents the
area that is depicted in the graph on the right.
The new model with the updated temperature profile corresponds well to the new experiments,
even over a vast resistance range (2200 Ω to 20 MΩ, 10 MΩ to 98 MΩ). These results illustrate
that as long as the real world temperature profile and circuit are known, a model can be developed
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to predict the energy harvested, and predict the optimal resistor that will allow for the most energy
generation.
4.2 Proof of Concept Applications
This section will detail a few proofs of concept ideas that were not optimized or explored
further than just validating the idea either due to time constraints due to Covid-19 or the details of
perfecting the experiment were out of the scope of this dissertation. The first application combines
the piezoelectric and pyroelectric effect for energy harvesting, which will generate more energy
from a single MFC. The second application is using SHM to monitor for damage and also using
the pyroelectric effect for energy harvesting during the downtime. If there are vibrations present,
this can also combine the piezoelectric and pyroelectric effects for more energy when not SHM.
These applications can be used anywhere that either has a combination of vibrations and thermal
fluctuations such as in an aircraft, or requires damage monitoring where there are also thermal
variations and maybe vibrations such as in concrete or pipes.
4.2.1 Combined Piezoelectric and Pyroelectric Energy Harvesting
Zakharov et al. [23] showed that combined piezoelectric and pyroelectric energy harvesting is
possible by bonding an MFC to a shape memory alloy (SMA) and applying a temperature change.
To further explore the possibility of simultaneously harvesting both thermal fluctuations and ambi-
ent vibration, an experiment was conducted to combine harvesting vibration through the piezoelec-
tric effect with harvesting thermal energy with the pyroelectric effect. The objective is to provide a




In order to prove this concept, both a vibration source and a varying thermal source is required.
Thus, some sort of mechanical excitation was needed that would fit into the thermal chamber. A P2
28 x 14 mm active area MFC was bonded to a 19 x 139.7 x 2.43 mm aluminum beam and was then
placed in a clamp, which was tightened using screws. The clamp was placed on 8020 to secure it
to the optical work surface. For the vibrations, a cell phone vibration motor was de-soldered from
a used phone, as seen in Figure 4.11, using a heat gun.
Figure 4.11: A close up of the cell phone motor still soldered to the Motorola phone.
Wires were attached to the motor, and the motor was supplied power to test if it was operational.
After verifying it still performed as intended, the motor was bonded to the same aluminum beam
via epoxy. A clip was used to secure the motor in place while the epoxy cured, as seen in Figure
4.12.
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Figure 4.12: A photo of the motor epoxied onto the aluminum beam with a clip (blue) holding it
in place while the epoxy is allowed to cure.
This setup, as seen in Figure 4.13, was placed inside the thermal chamber where all the exper-
iments were conducted to prevent any environmental bias. The motor and MFC were facing the
back of the chamber in order to minimize the temperature lag between the air and the MFC. The
clamp was bolted down to the optic table within the thermal chamber to secure it. An RTD was
placed as close to the MFC as possible to measure the temperature the MFC is experiencing. It
was not bonded to the beam or MFC to prevent any resulting vibration damping that might occur.
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Figure 4.13: (left) A photo of the setup with the motor epoxied onto the aluminum beam, the beam
clamped with screws, and the clamp screwed into the optics table to secure it. (right) The outside
of the chamber showing the power supply, DAQ, and laptop collecting the data.
Three experiments were conducted, one with just vibrations, one with just a thermal load, and
one with both to observe the differences in the energy generated in each case. In all cases the
sampling rate was limited to 100 Hz to prevent overloading the DAQ memory as it would have to
store approximately 1.75 hours of data.
1. Vibration Harvesting
The motor was supplied 1 V from a power supply. The amount of rotations per minute (RPM)
scales with the voltage; however, if a higher voltage was applied, the temperature of the motor
increased. Because the motor would already experience a temperature load, the voltage was kept
to a minimum to prevent the motor from overheating. The chamber was closed, and the LabView
VI was run for the same amount of time as the other tests to simulate the same testing conditions.
A 100 kΩ resistor connected in parallel with the MFC was used in all tests.
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2. Thermal Harvesting
The power supply to the motor was turned off. The chamber was programmed to run at 10◦C
per minute for seven cycles between 30◦C and 70◦C (the recommended maximum temperature for
the motor). At the beginning of the temperature ramp, the temperature was held at 30◦C for 10
minutes, and at the end of the test, it was held at 20◦C for 10 minutes to delineate when the cycles
started and stopped. The actual temperature profile recorded by the RTD is shown in Figure 4.14.
The actual temperature where the RTD and MFC were located only reached just under 50◦C.
Figure 4.14: The RTD temperature profile vs time going from room temperature to approximately
47◦C.
3. Simultaneous Vibration and Thermal Harvesting
To validate the concept of simultaneous vibration and thermal harvesting, both the power sup-
ply and the chamber were turned on using the same parameters described in the previous sections.
The power supply was turned on first, and then the LabVIEW program was initiated to observe
the voltage response, indicating that the structure was vibrating. The thermal chamber program
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was then started to change the temperature. The LabVIEW program was allowed to run until the
chamber completed the set temperature profile. After everything was turned off, the chamber was
opened to allow ambient air back into the chamber for approximately 10 minutes before running
another test.
4.2.1.2 Results and Discussion
The voltage was collected in each case, which was converted to power and then integrated over
time to get energy. Three trials were conducted for each type of experiment. The energy amounts
for each case are shown in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.15: The energy generated by the vibration, thermal, and both experiments.
Except for test 2 for both experiments, if the energy from the vibration and the thermal exper-
iments are added, the total nearly equals the energy of both experiments together. In all cases, the
energy for both is greater than either standalone case, showing that this is a viable form of energy
harvesting and will generate more energy, especially if everything is optimized correctly.
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It is interesting to note that the thermal case’s energy is greater than the vibration-based har-
vesting because no attempt was made to optimize the vibration harvester. In particular, the motor
frequency, resistance, and positioning on the beam were not optimized, as suggested in the litera-
ture (see, for instance, [63]). Lastly, the RTD might be tapping the MFC due to convection in the
running chamber, contributing to the energy via piezoelectricity. This tapping is evidenced by the
pyroelectric coefficient being almost double the previously recorded value, as seen in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: The Pyroelectric Coefficient of each thermal test
Previously Recorded Value Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
P2 Pyroelectric Coefficient ( µC
m2K
) -343 -557 -602 -557
The pyroelectric coefficient was calculated using the same method as before for thermal cy-
cling. Eq. 3.8 can filter out non-pyroelectric signals due to material defects, but any large signal
like those generated by piezoelectricity would inevitably remain. The only difference is that this
MFC is bonded, whereas the other MFC was free. However, compared to previous bonded tests
on an aluminum shim when trying to understand how boundary conditions affected the pyroelec-
tric coefficient (Section 3.4), these test results are much higher. The pyroelectric coefficient then
was at a maximum of −400 µC
m2K
, which then decayed back to the free value after several cycles.
This high pyroelectric coefficient probably has something else affecting it, and the piezoelectric
voltage being generated by the RTD hitting the MFC would explain this and why the thermal test
outperformed the vibration test.
To further analyze the thermal experiment’s energy, the same numerical model used before to
predict the energy for just the pyroelectric effect was used for this temperature profile and this
resistance. According to the model, the energy was estimated as 65.6 nJ, whereas for these thermal
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experiments, it is an average of 330 nJ, a whole order of magnitude difference. Some of that
difference might be due to the different boundary conditions; however as stated earlier, the change
in boundary condition alone cannot make up the difference in the energy gain.
4.2.2 Structural Health Monitoring with Energy Harvesting
Non-destructive SHM has become a popular way of evaluating whether a structure has been
damaged without invasive testing. This non-destructive evaluation uses the piezoelectric effect by
bonding a piezoelectric material to the structure and coupling the mechanical impedance of the
structure with the electrical impedance of the piezoelectric material. This measured impedance is
compared with a baseline impedance measured when the structure was healthy. If the impedance
deviates significantly from the baseline, then damage has occurred since something has changed
within the system.
It is well known that impedance changes with temperature. There are multiple methods of
correcting the impedance for temperature via cross-correlation [64] or frequency shift damage
metric [25]. However, this is for a static temperature change. It was previously shown in [65]
that MFCs exhibit a thermal memory when undergoing thermal cycles resulting in a different
impedance than the baseline even though no damage occurred in the structure and the impedance
was taken at the same temperature. The impedance eventually stabilized with the same thermal
cycle profile. Because temperature correction has already been studied in the literature, it is not
implemented in this experiment.
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4.2.2.1 Experimental Setup
The MFC and RTD were setup in the same way as most of the Michigan experiments in Chapter
3. Usually, for SHM, the P2 MFC is used because it is better for sensing applications, and in this
case, it is also better at energy harvesting. The temperature profile was also kept the same with
varying ramp rates. To help prevent clutter, a normally open (NO)) / normally closed (NC) dual
channel relay, LBA110, was used to switch between taking voltage measurements being generated
from the pyroelectric effect and the impedance measurements. A schematic for the wiring can be
seen in Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.16: A wiring schematic of the experiment. A dual channel relay was used to operate both
experiments automatically.
The relay was connected to the same digital port (digital out) on the DAQ so that when one
channel is opened, the other channel closed. The pyroelectric experiment was connected to the
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NC part of the relay so that it would run continuously for most of the thermal cycle duration. The
impedance experiment was connected to the NO part of the relay so it can be measured at different
times throughout the experiment. The DAQ sends out a frequency sweep through the analog out
(AO), and the MFC responds with its own signal through the analog input (AI). A 2.2 kΩ resistor
was connected across the AI and AO channels to filter out the response signal. The exact resistance
had to be found through trial and error and will change if the structure differs in any significant
way.
A LabVIEW VI was created to collect data for the pyroelectric voltage and to run the impedance
experiment while saving data. The sampling rate for the pyroelectric experiment was 10 Hz, and
400 kHz for the impedance experiment. The frequency range sent by the chirp was between 100
Hz and 30 kHz. The data were averaged over ten frequency sweeps every six minutes while the
program was running and saved to separate files. This timing created more data files for some
experiments than for others as the thermal chamber had varying ramp rates.
4.2.2.2 Results and Discussion
The voltage, and the resulting current for a representative case can be seen in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: A graph of the current compared with the temperature rate showing that it is still
generating an electric potential even with the interruptions from the impedance measurements.
These results show that energy can still be harvested using the pyroelectric effect even though
the same MFC is being used for two different tasks. The current is still appears smooth and
continuous even though there were interruptions for the SHM. The impedance experiments were
relatively short in comparison to the time length of the pyroelectric experiment, so overall the
current still follows the same trend as the temperature rate. The current was converted to energy
to compare with the energy produced without taking impedance measurements and is depicted in
Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: The energy from a P2 28 x 14 mm MFC from trials taken with and without impedance
measurements at two different set temperature rates, 10◦C per minute and 15◦C per minute.
The energy produced by the experiments with impedance measurements is slightly less than
the energy produced without any impedance, which is likely due to not being able to collect cur-
rent data while running the impedance measurements. The amount of energy harvested is still a
majority of the original energy produced and is still a viable means of getting free energy while
monitoring for damage.
To show that the impedance was also measured and can be used for SHM, a graph of the real
impedance as a function of frequency can be seen in Figure 4.19 during different points in the
temperature profile. The impedance was measured every six to seven minutes while the chamber
was running. The impedance changes with temperature, which is why the profiles vary and have
a peak shift at different measurements. This variation with temperature shows that it can detect
damage since the impedance is changing.
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Figure 4.19: A sample experimental trial with several impedance measurements shown with vary-
ing profiles due to the temperature changing.
4.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, pyroelectric energy harvesting using an MFC was explored. Two different sized
MFCs, 28 x 14 mm and 85 x 28 mm, as well as both different types of MFCs, P1 and P2, were used
to model the energy harvested using an oscillating temperature profile at a rate of 5◦C per minute
and 10◦C per minute. Three different models were established, one that was numerical, and two
which were analytical. The numerical model used a temperature profile created by experimental
data, which was also used to curve fit a sum of sines function and a sine wave utilized in the
analytic models. The transfer function of the circuit was calculated and transformed from the
Laplace domain to the time domain, and the voltage response was evaluated. The maximum power
was estimated and normalized by the active area of the MFC to measure the maximum specific
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power. These results were compared to experimental results using the same temperature profiles.
The energy harvested was in the µJ range, and all the models had less than a 15% deviation from
the average experimental value. All the models gave reasonably close results to the experimental
energy harvested, but the sine wave model is not recommended to estimate the maximum specific
power. The P2 MFC harvested the most energy and had a higher maximum specific power than
the P1 MFC. As the temperature rate doubled, the amount of energy harvested approximately
increased by 50%.
A resistance sweep was conducted on the numerical model to investigate the resistance value,
which generated the most energy. The optimal resistor needed to harvest the most energy (in the mJ
range) for this temperature application was in the GΩ to TΩ range. It was observed that as the tem-
perature rate and size of the MFC increased, the optimal resistor value decreased. The maximum
energy harvested also decreased slightly when the temperature rate increased, highlighting a slight
trade-off when designing an energy harvesting circuit. The resistance sweep model was validated
with experiments that were performed with varying resistances. The model was still accurate even
when the temperature profile changed slightly.
This research provides an estimate on the energy harvesting capabilities of the MFC using the
pyroelectric effect both experimentally and through modeling. It shows that the energy harvested
depends significantly on the temperature profile, external resistor and capacitor used, and the size
of the active material. Therefore, when designing a circuit, the design parameters and limitations
must be well established. As long as the parameters used are accurate, a basic harmonic temper-
ature profile to describe an oscillating temperature gives reasonably accurate results in predicting
the energy generated.
Two proof of concept applications were also considered. The first was combining the piezo-
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electric and pyroelectric effects for energy harvesting. Three different experiments were conducted
to determine if combining the piezoelectric and pyroelectric effects would generate more energy.
The energy for the three different experiments, vibration, thermal, and both combined, was com-
puted from the collected data. The energy for the thermal tests was much greater than the energy
measured using vibrations, but this was probably due to several reasons, the main ones being that
the vibration experiment was not optimized and the RTD was most likely tapping the MFC which
generated some piezoelectric voltage whenever the thermal chamber was running. This piezo-
electric voltage is supported due to the pyroelectric coefficient being so large compared to the
previously recorded average coefficient for thermal cycling and the predicted energy from the nu-
merical model being an order of magnitude lower than the result in these experiments. In all cases,
the energy for both the piezoelectric and pyroelectric effect was greater than each effect individu-
ally. This result shows that this is a viable energy harvesting solution from waste thermal energy
as well as environmental vibrations. Due to Covid-19, this could not be optimized for maximum
energy harvesting.
The second proof of concept idea was to combine SHM with pyroelectric energy harvesting.
The current generated through the pyroelectric effect, and the impedance was measured as the
MFC experienced thermal cycles. The energy was calculated and compared to experiments that
were not interrupted with impedance measurements. The energy gathered was slightly less than
the energy produced without the impedance measurements, which is likely due to the interruptions
experienced from taking the impedance measurement. However, it still harvested most of the
energy and is still a viable application worth pursuing when SHM. Energy harvesting will be
beneficial in SHM scenarios where thermal cycles are unavoidable (i.e., space, or the desert). The
number of interruptions and energy harvested depends on how often the operators want to check
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for damage in a specific structure and the environment. If the environment has any vibrations and
thermal variations, then piezoelectric and pyroelectric energy harvesting can be conducted when




This dissertation explores the pyroelectric effects in Macro-fiber Composites (MFCs) and char-
acterizes them so that they may be used for pyroelectric applications such as energy harvesting.
This chapter will summarize each chapter and highlight the main contributions of this dissertation.
Recommendations for future work, as well as a current list of publications, are also included.
5.1 Dissertation Summary
The pyroelectric coefficient for two types of MFCs, P1 and P2, were modeled and validated
with experiments. Several different applications were investigated and described in detail. The
following sections provide a detailed summary of each chapter in this dissertation.
5.1.1 Chapter 2
The fundamental motivation behind this chapter was to model the pyroelectric coefficient in
both MFCs. The pyroelectric coefficient is made up of the primary, secondary, tertiary, and elec-
tric field effects. The primary effect occurs when the material is in constant strain and is due to
the change in spontaneous polarization over time. The secondary effect is when the material is
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allowed to expand and therefore has an induced piezoelectric strain from the coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE). There is an additional contribution to the secondary effect in MFCs because of
the CTE mismatch between layers in the composite. The tertiary effect (also called the false effect)
occurs when there is a temperature gradient within the material (similar to the thermoelectric ef-
fect)) and is generally hard to measure because it involves knowing the stresses within the material
as a function of position and thickness. The electric field effects occur when the electric field is not
zero, and the dielectric permittivity varies with temperature. It was assumed that the tertiary and
electric field effects were negligible when modeling the total pyroelectric coefficient.
The CTEs of both types of MFCs are required to model the pyroelectric coefficient in MFCs.
In the literature, only the CTE for the P1 MFC has been reported. For consistency, both the P1 and
P2 CTEs were estimated using equivalent micromechanical models. The CTEs found in this work
does not agree with the CTEs for the P1 MFC from Park et al. [33] and Williams et al. [32] due to
the different assumptions and techniques used in this model. It was assumed that each layer of the
MFC was perfectly bonded, causing all layers to have a constant in-plane strain; so the in-plane
CTEs were estimated using a volume average of the effective CTE of each layer. The effective CTE
of a layer was calculated based on the rule of mixtures. The out of plane CTE was estimated as
the weighted sum of the CTEs of the individual layers. A secant-based approximation was used to
get an average value for the CTE over the specified temperature range since the CTE changes with
temperature. Realistically, the MFC is probably not in constant stress or strain, so the actual value
of the CTE is likely between the CTE estimated in this work and the CTE provided in Williams et
al. [32] and Park et al. [33].
A brief discussion on two types of connectivity was given where parallel and series connections
were specified as important and analogous to the rule of mixtures and inverse rule of mixtures. The
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literature on these connections for diphasic pyroelectric materials was included and was similar to
the rule of mixture equations derived for just one pyroelectric material in this dissertation.
The modeled CTE values were applied in micromechanics based modeling of pyroelectricity
to estimate the pyroelectric coefficient and its constituents. The constitutive equations, along with
the rule of mixtures, were used to estimate each layer’s properties, assuming uniform in-plane
strain and plane stress conditions. The secant method was used to approximate an average pyro-
electric coefficient over the specified temperature range and was −55, −233, and 178 µC
m2K
and
−323, −103, and −221 µC
m2K
for P1 and P2 total pyroelectric coefficient, primary coefficient, and
secondary coefficient, respectively. Because the overall pyroelectric coefficient is negative, the
secondary coefficient for the P1 MFC detracts from the total coefficient but contributes to the total
coefficient for the P2 MFC. If the boundary conditions are manipulated, the secondary coefficient
will change, further changing the total coefficient. This difference in the coefficient for both MFCs
is due to the poling direction and the electrode placement for each MFC.
5.1.2 Chapter 3
This chapter seeks to experimentally measure the pyroelectric coefficient through various meth-
ods, equipment, and parameters. Two different methods were used, linear temperature ramping and
thermal cycling. Linear temperature ramping has the disadvantage of being affected by thermally
stimulated currents (TSCs), which can be caused by material defects. Therefore, it is more efficient
to use thermal cycling so that these TSCs can be corrected easily via a phase shift, where the phase
difference between the current and the temperature should be 90◦.
Different thermal chambers were utilized for linear temperature ramping and the thermal cy-
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cling methods at NASA Langley Research Center and at the University of Michigan. The thermal
chambers were set to linearly ramp from 25◦C to 70◦C at varying temperature rates. For ther-
mal cycling, the temperature profile was cycled between 40◦C and 100◦C. The data taken using
the Michigan chamber while using the linear ramping method was not corrected for TSCs, which
caused a significant discrepancy with the rest of the results. Linear ramping data in the NASA
chamber after TSCs were subtracted resulted in a mean and standard deviation of −93 ± 17 and
−347 ± 12 µC
m2K
for the P1 and P2 type, respectively. Better precision was seen in the thermally
cycled data with a mean and standard deviation of −82 ± 6 and −343 ± 15 µC
m2K
for the P1 and P2
type, respectively. These total pyroelectric coefficient values are in reasonable agreement with the
modeled pyroelectric coefficient values presented in Chapter 2.
The pyroelectric coefficient was enhanced using electromagnetic interference (EMI) for a dif-
ferent chamber at NASA Langley. The EMI could have occurred due to the small chamber and
the proximity of the MFC to the open coil electric resistance heaters. The resistance heaters would
produce an electric field that might affect the MFC and, with it, a changing magnetic field, which
might induce a current in the MFC due to Faraday’s Laws. The resulting pyroelectric coefficient
was almost two times greater than the pyroelectric coefficient from the thermal cycling experi-
ments (also called the reference pyroelectric coefficient). An energy harvesting figure of merit
(FOM) was calculated for both MFCs and compared to the reference FOM, showing the pyroelec-
tric effect was enhanced 7 to 11 times and 4 to 7 times for the P1 and P2 MFCs, respectively.
This illustrates that the energy harvested from the MFC can significantly increase with any EMI
which is advantageous where usually EMI is unwanted, and measures are taken to mitigate the
EMI. However, there is little to no control over the amount of EMI the sample experiences which
might be damaging to the material.
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Because the pyroelectric coefficient is made up of the primary and secondary effects, the
boundary conditions were changed on the MFC to observe how this changed the pyroelectric co-
efficient and if this value follows the same trend as the modeled pyroelectric constituents. Kevlar
was sewn to the boundary of the MFC in the inactive area to observe if the pyroelectric coefficient
would be closer to the primary coefficient modeled in Chapter 2. The constrained P1 pyroelectric
coefficient was −57 µC
m2K
, which did not agree with the modeled value of −233 µC
m2K
probably due
to the Kevlar hindering the generation of current since the poling direction is in the plane of re-
striction. The constrained P2 pyroelectric coefficient was −248 µC
m2K
, which decreased towards the
modeled value of −103 µC
m2K
. Likely, the Kevlar could not completely negate the expansion of the
MFC.
Another way to change the boundary condition was to epoxy the MFC to a metal shim, which
should increase the secondary effect because the epoxy and shim would have a higher CTE than
the MFC. The pyroelectric coefficient for the epoxied P1 MFC was very similar to the constrained
P1 pyroelectric coefficient. The pyroelectric coefficient for the epoxied P2 MFC actually increased
to−390 µC
m2K
at first and eventually thermally relaxed back to the reference pyroelectric coefficient.
Overall, this chapter sought to experimentally characterize the pyroelectric coefficient through
linear temperature ramping and thermal cycling in different chambers at NASA Langley and the
University of Michigan. The pyroelectric coefficient was enhanced with EMI, and a FOM was
calculated, showing the amount of enhancement produced from the EMI compared to the refer-
ence pyroelectric effect. The boundary conditions were also manipulated by trying to constrain the
MFC and expand the MFC to yield different pyroelectric coefficients. This manipulation explores
experimentally obtaining a lower bound for thin films (that have an inactive area), not just MFCs,
for the primary and secondary effect once the total pyroelectric coefficient is known. Additionally,
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vacuum effects in MFCs utilizing the pyroelectric effect was investigated (details in the Appendix),
and preliminary results indicate a slight decrease in the pyroelectric coefficient. With this under-
standing of the pyroelectric coefficient, the MFC can be implemented in applications utilizing this
effect.
5.1.3 Chapter 4
In this chapter, several applications are explored utilizing pyroelectric energy harvesting. The
first application is just pyroelectric energy harvesting. The amount of energy harvested for two
different sized MFCs of both types was modeled using an oscillating temperature profile based on
experiments with a rate of 5◦C per minute and 10◦C per minute. The transfer function was derived
using a representative circuit and then used in three different models: numerical, a sum of sines
analytical model, and a generic sine wave model, to calculate the voltage response. This voltage
was used to calculate the specific power by finding the maximum power and normalizing it by the
active area of the MFC. This specific power, as well as the energy harvested, were compared with
experimental results. All the models estimated the energy harvested within 15% of the average
experimental value. As predicted by the FOM in Chapter 3, the P2 MFC harvested the most
energy and had a higher maximum specific power. The amount of energy harvested for both MFCs
increased by approximately 50% when the temperature rate doubled.
The pyroelectric energy harvested was optimized for this temperature profile by doing a re-
sistance sweep using the numerical model. The most energy harvested went from the µJ range
when the resistance was not optimized to the mJ range after optimization. However, the resistance
required was extremely large, in the GΩ to TΩ range. As the size of the MFC and the temper-
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ature rate increased, the optimal resistor value decreased, but there was also a slight decrease in
the maximum energy harvested at the higher temperature rate. Experiments conducted at different
resistances were used to validate the model. This research shows that the amount of energy har-
vested greatly depends on multiple parameters such as the size of the MFC, temperature profile,
and resistor values and illustrates that significant energy can be generated through the pyroelectric
effect which can be used to operate low power devices.
With this understanding of pyroelectric energy harvesting, two proof of concept applications
using pyroelectric energy harvesting were investigated. First, combined energy harvesting was ex-
plored using the piezoelectric and pyroelectric effects. Three different experiments, vibration only,
thermal only, and both combined, were conducted to determine if there was any benefit to combin-
ing the effects. Usually, piezoelectricity will generate more energy than pyroelectricity; however,
the thermal experiment produced more energy than the vibration experiment. This occurred be-
cause of multiple reasons, the major reasons being the vibration experiment was not optimized, and
the resistive temperature device (RTD) was most likely hitting the MFC, generating extra voltage
through the piezoelectric effect whenever the thermal chamber was running. The pyroelectric co-
efficient and the energy were calculated for this experiment and were much greater and an order of
magnitude higher than the reference coefficient and predicted energy, respectively, which supports
the aforementioned conjecture. The energy generated from both combined was greater in all cases
than each effect individually. Combined piezoelectric and pyroelectric energy harvesting is more
beneficial and is a viable energy harvesting solution for waste energy from thermal and vibration
sources. Due to Covid-19, this could not be optimized for maximum energy harvesting.
The second proof of concept idea was combining structural health monitoring (SHM) with
pyroelectric energy harvesting. A circuit was assembled using a normally open (NO)/ normally
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closed (NC) relay, which allowed the data acquisition device (DAQ) to collect data from the pyro-
electric experiment and then switch to the SHM experiment after a specified time had passed, and
then switch back to the pyroelectric experiment. The switching was done as the MFC experienced
thermal cycles. The energy generated from the pyroelectric effect was calculated and was slightly
less than experiments that were not interrupted from SHM. The decrease in energy is marginal,
with a majority of the energy still being harvested and is therefore still beneficial to pursue in envi-
ronments where thermal variations are present. The amount of energy harvested, in addition to the
parameters mentioned for pyroelectric energy harvesting, depends on the number of interruptions
experienced due to SHM, which is determined by the operator. This proof of concept idea can be
combined with piezoelectricity as well to harvest even more energy.
5.2 Main Research Contributions
The following list summarizes the significant contributions of this dissertation in the field of
pyroelectricity and MFCs.
• This work was the first to characterize the pyroelectric coefficient under free conditions
in both the P1 and P2 type MFCs. The rule of mixtures and the constitutive equations
were combined in a micromechanical model to predict the total, primary, and secondary
pyroelectric coefficient. This modeled coefficient matched well with various experiments
using two different methods and two different chambers to validate the coefficient.
• The CTEs for both MFC types were estimated using the rule of mixtures and assuming
constant in-plane strain for each layer of the composite. This is the first time the P2 MFC
CTE has been reported in the literature.
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• The pyroelectric coefficient was enhanced significantly by a suspected EMI. This serendip-
itous discovery suggests that EMI could potentially be beneficial in terms of pyroelectric
applications when steps are usually taken to mitigate any EMI.
• The boundary conditions of the MFCs were changed to analyze the effect it has on the pyro-
electric coefficient, which can also provide enhancement through the secondary pyroelectric
coefficient. This also provides a novel experimental method of trying to partially isolate the
primary pyroelectric effect by sewing Kevlar to the inactive area of a thin film.
• This dissertation is the first to explore the potential effects that a high vacuum has on the
pyroelectric coefficient in MFCs. Although only preliminary results were presented in Ap-
pendix B, it draws attention to the issue that vacuum might have adverse effects in the per-
formance of the MFC used in pyroelectric applications.
• The energy generated by both MFCs through the pyroelectric effect was explored for the first
time. The voltage response, energy, and max power density were modeled using a transfer
function of the circuit and a numerical, sum of sines, and a sine wave approximation of
the temperature profile. These models were validated with experimental data and optimized
using a resistor sweep with maximum energy in the mJ range. This illustrates that the major
parameters that need to be considered when designing for pyroelectric energy harvesting are
the external resistor and capacitor value, the size of the material, and the temperature profile
and rate.
• The energy generated using both the piezoelectric effect with an external motor for vibration,
and the pyroelectric effect was investigated in MFCs for the first time. A novel experiment
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was developed using a cell phone motor as the vibration source, which was epoxied onto
an aluminum beam with a P2 MFC already epoxied to it, which was put inside a thermal
chamber. The amount of energy generated from the combined effects was greater than each
individual effect. It validates that it is more beneficial to do combined energy harvesting
when possible, as well as that MFCs are viable materials for harvesting energy from both
effects in a real-world environment.
• Showed a potential dual application, SHM and pyroelectric energy harvesting, was viable
and can be used to harvest waste energy when SHM is on standby. A circuit was soldered
using a NO and NC relay, which allowed the same MFC to take impedance measurements
and harvest energy. This application can easily be implemented in the real-world environ-
ment and collect free energy from the environment while ensuring the structure the MFC is
attached to is not damaged.
5.3 Recommendations for Future Work
While this dissertation has made great strides in understanding the pyroelectric effect in MFCs,
some aspects can be improved upon and researched further. Upon doing tests with the same MFCs
for years, there was suddenly a noticeable reduction in the pyroelectric coefficient (around 20
to 50 µC
m2K
). This reduction may be caused by an unknown variable affecting the MFC suddenly
(such as transportation, static shock, etc.) or a change in the equipment being used to measure the
pyroelectric coefficient. The capacitance seemed unchanged, and one trial taken with a new MFC
measured a pyroelectric coefficient closer to the reference value. However, the material could
also be degrading over time. More testing is recommended to observe if the duty cycle for the
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pyroelectric effect is different than the duty cycle for the piezoelectric effect.
Piezoelectric and pyroelectric energy harvesting was investigated as a potential application.
It would be useful to try to optimize both the piezoelectric and pyroelectric energy harvested and
compare that with an optimized pyroelectric and optimized piezoelectric experiment. Pyroelectric-
ity usually requires high resistances to achieve the optimal energy harvested, whereas piezoelec-
tricity usually requires significantly lower resistances. Both effects will need some compromise
on the resistor choice. Assuming the experiment conducted in this dissertation is comparable to an
optimized combined energy harvesting experiment versus the same parameters as the optimized
combined effects for each of the individual experiments, then the optimized combined experiment
will probably produce more energy than the individual effects. It would be interesting to know
if the optimized combined energy harvesting produces more energy than either of the optimized
effects individually.
Additionally, in the Appendices vacuum effects on the pyroelectric coefficient in MFCs are
explored. Only a limited number of trials are shown due to several challenges experienced while
conducting the experiments. This was challenging because a heat source and cooling source that
doesn’t rely on convection needs to be installed in a high vacuum chamber. It is harder to control
the temperature rates in vacuum because of the lack of convection. Preliminary results indicate
that vacuum has a slight affect on the pyroelectric coefficient, decreasing the value for both MFCs
on average. More tests should be conducted before a definitive conclusion can be drawn. This is
especially important because some of the main applications where pyroelectric energy harvesting
could work really well is in space either on CubeSats or on the International Space Station where
there may not be atmosphere.
Finally, it would be interesting to look into the electrocaloric effect (or the inverse pyroelectric
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effect) and electrocaloric coefficient of MFCs. The specific heat would also need to be measured
to calculate this coefficient. Usually, the electrocaloric effect requires high electric fields which
cause the material to either heat up or cool down. This is a way to achieve refrigeration; however,
the high electric fields might damage the MFC in the long term or end up depoling the MFC. In
addition, the equipment needed would have to be precise in measuring a temperature change, and
the experiment would have to be designed in a way where the temperature change of the material
is due to the electrocaloric effect and not from another phenomenon such as Joule heating. The P1
MFC can withstand higher electric fields according to the manufacturer, but the P2 MFC performed
better using the pyroelectric effect, so there might be an interesting trade-off here which could be
worth investigating.
5.4 Publications
Below is a list of publications that are separated by journal publications and conference pro-
ceedings. Within each section are categories in which all the papers that contributed to that topic
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APPENDIX A
Table of CTE Values for MFCs
Table A.1: Coefficient of Thermal Expansion for MFCs at Different Temperatures






























































Pyroelectric Effects of MFCs under Vacuum
Some potential applications for utilizing the pyroelectric effect in MFCs are in space. The
environment in space is very unforgiving. There is a vacuum that encourages the development
of tin whiskers that cause electrical shorts. There is also outgassing of most materials that can
degrade the material and coat optical equipment, charged particles, radiation, micrometeoroids,
electrostatic discharge, and extreme temperatures depending on the distance from the sun. If the
spacecraft is in orbit around Earth, then there is also atomic oxygen, a significant concern for
eroding specific materials such as plastics. In particular, Kapton is vulnerable to atomic oxygen
and will erode on the MFC, exposing the electrodes in just a few months.
These problems can be mitigated; however, the extent to which the pyroelectric effect in MFCs
is affected by vacuum is unknown. In theory, the performance should not change drastically since
the MFC does not outgas much and was tested in space before [66]. For this reason, a high vacuum
chamber at NASA Langley was procured, and the crystal quartz lamp described in Chapter 3 was
used to heat and cool the sample. The whole setup can be seen in Figure B.1. On the jacket of the
lamp furnace, there are connection ports for gas and liquid coolant; however, a metal coil was used
instead as it had closer contact with the sample. Because the light intensity of the crystal quartz
lamps are high and the metal coil would not fit inside the furnace when it was shut, the furnace
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was kept open with the four lamps positioned as equidistant from the material as possible. The
temperature is hard to control in a vacuum, so if the coolant was running through the jacket, there
would be a significant delay in the temperature decreasing, whereas since the coils are closer to the
sample, it can cool it directly through conduction. The controller for the lamps was calibrated via
an autotune feature where the temperature was set to 70°C with the coolant flowing continuously
to control the temperature rate. The MFC, thermocouple, and RTD were covered with aluminum
foil to mitigate EMI and any heat absorption issues between the different materials.
Figure B.1: (left) The setup of the crystal quartz lamps with vacuum grade hoses and a coil encir-
cling the sample to further help with cooling. (right) The whole vacuum chamber with a mechani-
cal pump to drive the vacuum down to mTorr and then a diffusion pump to get the vacuum down to
the µTorr range. A diffusion chiller is necessary to cool the diffusion pump, and a separate chiller
is needed to cool the sample.
Both linear temperature ramping and thermal cycling were attempted at a high vacuum. The
wires from the MFC, RTD, and temperature control thermocouple were fed through the chamber by
a high vacuum connector. From there, the thermocouple was connected to the temperature control
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device, and the MFC and RTD were connected to the DAQ. A 10 MΩ resistor was connected
in parallel with the MFC like in Chapter 3. After everything inside was prepared, the chamber
was closed, and the mechanical pump was turned on until the chamber was reading less than 100
mTorr. The diffusion pump was turned on to heat up along with the diffusion chiller to prevent it
from overheating. Once the diffusion pump was hot, the valve to the diffusion pump was opened,
and the air was pumped down into the µTorr range. The sample chiller was turned on, which
had used ethanol to get as cold as possible (max was approximately −28◦C). After the chamber
had a vacuum and the sample chiller was cold, the experiment was performed by programming
the temperature profile into the temperature controller and recording the data. Because of time
constraints, the MFC was only cycled five times instead of seven as in Chapter 3.
Because the temperature rate is hard to control since there is no convection, at higher tem-
perature rates, the controller would struggle, initially, to match the set temperature and would
overcompensate until the set temperature caught up, especially in the thermal cycles. This over-
compensation would cause a spike in the current, as seen in Figure B.2. Additionally, the tempera-
ture difference for the first cycle was the greatest where subsequent cycles only varied between 75
and 90◦C even though it was set to cycle between room temperature and 100◦C. For this reason,
the first cycle was not included in most of the pyroelectric coefficient calculations.
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Figure B.2: The temperature profile from the RTD and current generated from the MFC.
The pyroelectric coefficient was calculated as presented in Chapter 3 for both methods, in-
cluding subtracting the TSCs for the linear temperature ramping. The linear temperature ramping
results are shown in Figure B.3. Vacuum data was not recorded during these experiments. If com-
pared with the results from Chapter 3, the coefficient value has slightly decreased. The P1 MFC
has more spread than the P2 MFC; however, the amount of trials for the P1 MFC is also more.
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Figure B.3: All of the pyroelectric coefficient results for both MFCs using linear temperature
ramping in a vacuum.
The thermal cycled data can be seen in Figure B.4 along with vacuum data on the right y-axis.
This figure also shows a slightly lower coefficient than the results in Chapter 3, however, some
results are inside the data range presented in Chapter 3 and within the standard deviation of the
average. Due to time constraints, the same amount of P1 MFC trials could not be completed as the
amount of P2 MFC trials.
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Figure B.4: The P1 and P2 pyroelectric coefficient (blue plus) from thermal cycles along with the
average vacuum pulled during the test (red x).
A limited number of trials are presented here. In addition to time constraints, several issues
became apparent as testing went forward. Even with ethanol as the cooling fluid, the sample
chiller was not cold enough or flowing fast enough to sufficiently lower the temperature with
the same heating rate, which is why the thermal cycles have such a narrow temperature range.
There was also additional EMI due to the coil surrounding the sample, so thicker aluminum foil
had to be used to mitigate the effects to measure the vacuum induced effects on the pyroelectric
coefficient accurately. Furthermore, occasionally throughout testing, the high vacuum cold cathode
gauge would disconnect, so there is missing vacuum data. Also, the black grounding wire for the
RTD became exposed and started to short due to wire melting and outgassing because more light
was absorbed. The RTD was fixed temporarily with electrical tape. Due to all of these issues, a
significant amount of experiments needed to be scrapped.
Table B.1 compares the average taken from Chapter 3 in the same NASA chamber taken at
atmospheric conditions to the coefficient taken in a vacuum. The P1 coefficient is marginally lower
than the coefficient taken in the atmosphere; however, the P2 coefficient has noticeably decreased.
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The P2 pyroelectric coefficient value is larger than the P1 MFC so it may be more sensitive to
changes that might affect the pyroelectric coefficient since it can generate more current. Note, this
is different from the TSCs influencing the pyroelectric current since those are non-pyroelectric in
nature and generally affect the P1 MFC more.
Table B.1: The average pyroelectric coefficient in a vacuum with the standard deviation for linear
ramping and thermal cycling compared with previous results conducted in the atmosphere using







Atmosphere Linear Ramping Thermal Cycling
P1 93.28 ± 17.39 82.8 ± 12.0 79.7 ± 10.8 80.9 ± 4.48
P2 347.04 ± 12.04 322 ± 17.1 305 ± 13.0 289 ± 21.2
These tests were performed over two summers at NASA Langley Research Center where the
first summer focused primarily on linear temperature ramping, and the second summer focused
on thermal cycling. Because the pyroelectric coefficient decreased using both measuring methods
(linear ramping and thermal cycling), it lends credence that there could be a phenomenon occurring
that could adversely affect the pyroelectric effect in vacuum. Preliminary results shown indicate
that the pyroelectric coefficient decreases marginally in the P1 and slightly more in the P2 MFC.
A possible explanation could be that the MFC might be so sensitive (the current being measured
is in nA so it is likely that small changes will affect it) that if it is at zero stress in atmosphere, that
putting it in vacuum (or negative pressure) changes the stress state of the MFC which would affect
the pyroelectric coefficient. This might be more relevant in a composite like the MFC than a bulk
material like PZT-5A because there could be interlaminar stress or strain from the different materi-
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